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Volume CVII; No.18

Firemen Combat Blaze 1hat Destroys 14-Room Home of -- FISCAL COURT LISTS Commencement. Week Programs Open Next
Mrs. May-me Ryan Hughes Satutday; Damage is $15,000 NAMES OF PERSONS Sunday Night at Six Calloway High Schools
4.V

what

si.nn

May Appear Here In Community Concert

County Officials Are
Named; Bank of Murray is Depository

HOLSON NAMED
TO BUDGET. UNIT-

GOOD PROGRAMS
TO BE FEATURES
AT EACH SCHOOL

City Schools Not to Hold
The Calloway county Fiscal
Commencement Until
uurt in. a meeting here Tuesday
Week of May 21
amed 15 persons which it authorSEVERAL PLAYS ARE
•d as its sole representatives,
SCHEDULED IN COUNTY
ither 'Singly .or collectively, in the
urchasing ,of any-commodity to
Although Commencement Week
, charged to the court.
in the six Calloway county high
Those presons as named were
schools will not officially begin
udge J. W. Clopton, Sheriff J. I.
until the baccalaureate sermons on
Sunday night. a majority of the
ox County Court Clerk Mary
high schools will actually start
usaell Williams, County Attorney
their -week Friday night with-senells Overbey, Tax Commissioner
ior or other class plays.
ewey D. Crass, Jailer C. C. Janes,
acuit Court Clerk Claude Miller,
Reports from each school indiounty Physician J. A. Outland,
cate excellent programs have been
nil Magistrates Gatlin Clopton, L.
The Barrere-Britt Ensemble, said to be one of the finest instru- prepared for the 1939 commence- Moody. G. E. %alibis, G. M. mental groups in the world; is being considered by the local Community ment season.
otts, J. G. Denham, WaC. Robin- Concert Association tor an appearance here during the coming season.
A departure from the customary
ion, and Wells Nix.
Thursday night Commencement adAccounts authorized by any other
dress is noted at .Faxon where
person will not be recognized, the
Prof. Fred Shultz. Murray College
resolution said.
instructor .in the education departThe—court- appc,intect P.
ment, will- -make the principal
Cholson as' a member of the Calwill
be
diplomas
speecand
h
loway County Budget Commission
awaadad. late Rev. Rollins Winto succeed E. G. Neale, retiring
pastor of the Baptist
25tC:,
Pictured above are scenes taken with a candid camera by a
house soon after firemen arrived: lower left gives a view of Use
ember, and it named Miss Frane v
will
representative of this newspaper while the fire was in progress.
crovid which gathered early; and at the lower right, in the forees Whitnell and Attorney Hall
Sunday evI
The top view et the left phew* five vetunteer firemen shooting • -- - ground, are seen Nat Ryan Hughes, Son -4iT the iiwtief, arid Karl
ood as commissioners to make
ening. The Faxon junior playa
e
water into the flaming structure. At top tight is a view of the
the annual settlement with Sheriff
C. Fraser, who carried insurance on the property.
'
"Laugh.
Laugh, Clown," Wilf be given
Ira Fox, auch settlement to be com•
Tuesday night. On ,Friday night
0
plete Ala May 15.
seniors
an
3 et
sengtra.c1Funalltn
iown,
fwoillIlewpirneg
Nearly 1.000 persons, rushing staried. The elder Mrs. Hughes
Naming the 'Bank of Murray as
Me,"
from practically every quarter in was in Paducah and the junior Mrs.
its depository, the court made .ii
comedy-drama.
Murray. viewed one of Murray's Hughes was visiting in the home
contract with the bank whereby
biggest fires in long Saturday after- of Mrs. Ed Diuguid next door.
At Hazel on Thursaly night.
of
Williams,.
clerk
Mrs.
Mary
R.
Noted Musical Artists Ma' graduating seniors will hear an
noon when the 2-story. 14-room
Bystanders said especial credit
act
as
should
escrow
the court,
Be Selected for Local
residence of Mrs. Mayme Ryan- belonged to the Murray fire deW. Van
address by the lion.
agent foe the fiscal body.
Appearance
Dyke, Paris, Tenn., whose reputaAgent's Office is Now Hughes-an edifice constructed is partment which smothered the Asks Available Space Be Listed
1899-burned,• -totaling a loss to blaze and. prevented it from leap- With Under Secretary So That ' She would, the contract read, retion as a speaker is' widely noted.
Ready to Receive Applicatibna
ceive from the Bank of Murray
building and furniture of nearly ing to other buildings in the thick-.
For Lime and Phosphate,
The Rev. Lawrence Cowan, pastor
A. V. HAVENS HEADS
Requests May Be Answered
CorporaOwners
Loan
Home
feur
$15,000.
ly housed section. One fire truck,
COMMUNITY ORGAN of the Parts, Tenn., First Methodist
tion bonds valued at $5.000 each
With the announcement today . Both house and contents were however, was inadequate to exchurch, will deliver the baccalaureRequesting that all persons wit
interest;
cent
bearing
3
per
and
tinguish so large a flame.
have rental facilities available for
that thessatice of the saanaty -agent partially covered by insurance.
At a dinner here Tuesday night, ate address Sunday night.
$1,000
valtaed
at
bond
HOLC
on
The fire was discovered about
Row the fire started was not the influx of TVA families which
Hazel's week is full. On Monday
Murray residents launched a camis now ready to receive applica- 2 o'clock in the afternoon when
known. It was understood, Mrs. Ii expected after July 1 when et 3 per cent interest; and nine
paign to gain 200 or more mem- evening. Miss Dorothea Miller will
County
School
tions for lime and phosphate under Bill 44en. mechanic at ,the C.' -lay RtIlheir-and bar son _will rebuild
Calloway
lasital0
heavy construction work dh t
berships in a comfnuninty 'concert give her graduate student recital,
the Agricultural Conservation pro- Bag Station. sighted smoke issuing on the same lot almost immedi- Gilbeitsville dam will be more Corporation bonds to be held as
nation-wide group and on Tuesday se/ening the seniors
association-a
collateral.
from the house. He immediately ately.
gettin, ACP Secretary 011ie Barnett
pronounced, the Murray Chamber
that would bring noted musical will celebrate class night. Wednessent in an alarm.
A complete picture story of the of Commerce today announced it
meeting, the fiscal body
At
its
made known that farmers may
artists to Murray and other sur- day night, the sophomores will pre• According to Nat Ryan Hughes, fire, as caught by a candid camera,
exelapted C. A. Tatum, Dan Edrounding cities during the season. sent a 3-act comedy, "Here Comes
have their limestone hauled to who with his wife lived in the is on display in -this office, and would aid any person in renting[wards, and Charlie Walker from
his house.
Charlie," and Friday the entire
any part of the county for 50 cents house with his mother, no one was may be viewed by anyone caring
It asked, however, that all per- the payment of poll tax. It adschool will enjoy an outing at Reelhome
when
the
conflagration
,at
to
see
it.
accounts,
Membership
Chairmen
L
.
alloadng
journed
after
a ton.
sons with rooms or apattmenasfor
foot Lake.
rent list them with Mrs. Price t a •
_ With- each ton of ground limeChairmen of the Membership
Fred Shultz, on the night follewa.Lassiter, undersecretary for the
stone .received, however, Barnett
Drive for the Community Coning his address at Faxon, gets anA. V. HAVENS
commerce body..
said, $1.70 will be deducted from
cert Association is Mrs. G. B. other call-this time at Lynn Grove
According, to executives of the
the total soil-building allowance,
Athol V. Havens, pastor of the
Scott, whose Dame is listed as
where he will address the gradubody, a drive will be made to inMurray First Christian church, was
but at the same time the farmer
such in the Concert. advertiseating seniors the evening of May
fluence property owners to transelected president of the Murray
will be cerdited with $1.50, the
ment on Page 2, Section 2, of
11. The Rev, C. C. Clemons, Paform' their available rental space I
Rotary club at its regular meetequivalent of one unit, toward his
this issue.
ducah Presbyterian minister, will
Field
RepShallcross,
Miss
Ruth
into
ing
building
goal.
lighthousekeeping
rooms
or
last
week,
it
was
announced
soil
The names of Mrs. Leslie R. make the baccalaureate speech
resentatives, Addresses
graduates
of
Those who registered during the modern
apartments,
preferably
ttiday by 011ie W. Boren, secrePutnam, Mrs. Frances Coleman
Any producer,
Barnett said, -Sixty-seven
Sunday evening at 8 o'clock. PreMembers
Club
Lynn
Grove
high
school
and
a
tera,
who
with private baths and entrances.
was reelected.
afternoon session were:
Johnson. and Mrs. F. E. Crawmay obtain 90 per cent of his
•
ceding other features of ComDr. Hugh M. McElrath, Murray
Often ,they said, under similar
co-membership
fcrd,
who
are
soil-building allowance in, lime number of guests attended the first
Tennie
Rogers, Hilton
mencement Week at Lynn Grove
Miss Ruth Shallcross, field rep- dentist, was nameal, vice-president.
circumstances there is a tendency
chairmen, were through error
.or , phosphate. The only aetual annual alumni -meeting which was
Williams, W. D. Kelly, Erwin for landlords to capitalise on high resentative of the laational Fed- The board ar directors as selected
,Will be the senior play, "Annanias
the advertiseincluded
in
not
cash -expenditure involved is the held Saturday, April 29, in the
W.aelub, ad- by Rotarians is composed of RonBill" to be 'presented Friday night.
Grove
auditorium. The Routen, Milton Parks, Preston Coth- rents, but they warned such a prac- eration of the B. & P
ment.
50 cents for hauling from the reit Lynn
the local club at the Na- ald W. Churchill. Loren Adams,
Talent night at Lynn Grove is
alumni met at 4 o'clock in the audi- ams Odine Swann,' Rubena Ford, tice would not be looked on witb dressed
road yards to the farm.
tional Hotel on Monday evening Robert L. Smith, and R. Hall
scheduled for Monday evening
favar
aary
the
Chamber.
torium
for
a
get-together
session.
W. R. Young: New Concord,
Martha Bell Harris, Rual Cole, MA.
The campaign for memberships when three 1-act plays,' "Junior's
at 7:30 o'clock in the hotel's main Hood, Elmus Beale was named
was low bidder as trucker for the Representatives from each .of the Eula Billingtop, Mrs. Reba Dodds,
will continue throughout the week, Mustache," "Who Gets the Car Todining room, a large representa- sergeant-at-arms.
16
classes
which
have
graduated
lime and phosphate.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Claisk; ,Alvis
number of Murray's club
tive
but no memberships will be sold night?" and "Sparkin'" will be
were present, and received recog,
Tannie Sae Jones, Faye Rogmembers were present.
after Saturday noon. thalocal com- given; and Wednesday night a 3-act
nition when Buron Jeffrey present- ers, Eula Lee Rogers, Nellie Ruth
Miss Shallcross began research
mittee decided.
farce,. "Introducin' Susan" will be
ed them in the order of their re- Jones, Mr. and Mrs. James Sims,
weirk for YWCA and from IhisarePresident ,James H. Richmond, presented.
spective classes.
an
inturned
to
search work she
Retie Sims, Emma Douglass, PresMurray College chief executive, actA. B. Austin, former dean of
One member of each class called ton Jones, Mr. and Mrs, Desmend Bowling Green Map is Elected: tensive study of the problems of
Enroute to the Memphis-Cetten ing as master of ceremonies at the men at Murray State College and
work'
Mrs, Price Lassiter Named
women doing remunerative
the names of his former classmates, Summers, Katheryn Dunnaway, Mr
Carnival and to'
, the Humboldt dinner, introduced Henry DeVern- prominent Murray business man,
Porter Dick, 72, outstanding farmin the home and after this ocUnder Secretary
giving the present location of each and Mrs. Clifton Jones, Mrs. R. La
Strawberry Festival, the John R. er. Columbia Broadcasting Com- will be the principal speaker at
er of the South Howard school
cupation she became 'associated as
member and the type of work he Ward, Desseree Jeffrey, Ruth Agnes
Ward shows, one of the finest carni- pany representative, who explained Alincas graduation exercises Thursa,
aacommunity: died at his h,ome TUesT. T. Elkins, -Bowling Green, a research worker with"-the New
is doing. Persons who were spokes- Carter, Modell Miller, Martha Fran'valalai tha hild-Saarsaall"astap as -title plan of the tryantrunity concert day night at 8 o'cllaek. The Rev,
day night after an eight days' illmen for the various classes and ces Galloway, Jim Scott, Mrs. Ver- today was named secretary of tar York State Department ofaLabor, Murray for one week. beginning to the assembled delegatea
E. D. Farris. pastor „of the Meth•
ness of paralysis.
the number of members present non Jackson, Doris Jackson, Mrs. newly organized Murray Chambei continuing at this for five years. Monday, just beyond the college
Last season, a similar association odist church at Hardin, is the baccaFuneral services were conducted
Shallcross,
of.
Miss
Commerce,
and
In
addition
to
will
assume
'his
were:
Miller McReynolds, Ralph Boyett
noted sing- laureate speaker Sunday night at
at Beech Grove Wednesday with
official duties May 15. The organ- other guests present were as 'fol- on the Mayfield road. The show's brought James Melton,
Crouch, James Kelso,,,H. S. Rogers,
the Rev. Cloys Lawrence in charge -Ta"Ca'Arnett, class of '23, two
ization's board of directors., en- lows: Miss Mary Bronaugh, Hop- appearance is under the auspices er; Ezra Rachlin, famed violinist; 8 o'clock.
Mary Singleton, Luther Nance, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. dorsed the
and one other artist to Murray for
On Wednesday evening, Almo's
kinsville, State Vice-President. Mrs. of the Murray Woman's Club.
of the devotional ritles. P. rial was members; Miss
nomination.
class of '24, three, members; Coy Arnett, Mr. and Mrs. Raymend - Mrs. Price Lassiter was selected Whit Garner, Mrs. W. J. Johnston,
Carried with the carnival are programs. A local membership en- junior class will present "Cyclone
in Beech Grove ceinetery.
Story,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Smothas under secretary ,for the- body. Miss Flossie Alsman, Miss Rubye some of the newest riding devices titles each holder to concert admis- Sally," a 3-act comedy, and on
Mr. Dick is survived by his wid- Ford, class of '25, four members;
ermara Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell auther Robertson is president.
Wheatley. and Mrs.'Melvin Allbrit- on any carnival midway, including sions in surrounding towns such Friday. May 12,, the students and
ow, Ann Eliza Dick; by two sons, Mrs. Leon Chambers. class of '26,
Story, Coy Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Illa
Elkins resigned a position as ten, Mayfield. and Mrs. Nelle a number of the usual ones as well as Paducah. Louisville, Owensboro, faculty will go on their annual
Loyce and Rube Dick; three daugh- one member; Miss Model Miller,
Douglass, Mr. and Mrs_ Gene Rog- secretary Of ane Lakes to the Gulf Thompson Miller, Murray.
Nashville, Memphis. Chattanooga, picnic. Commencement Week will
as those for children only.
ters. Mrs. grace Clark, Mrs. Ber- class of '27, three members; Miss
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Miller, Highway Associatian, to accept the
or any of 400 other cities in "be brought to a close at Alrno with
nice McPherson, and Mrs. Estelle Reba Sims, class of '28, two memJames Hugh Smith, Mary Single- Murray offer. Last yeaa he was
America.
the senior play, "Mammy's Lil
Gardner; and by a brother, Clint bers; Miss Dulcie Mae Swann, class
Among musical celebrities from, Wad-Rose," on Seturday evening.
of '29, four merribers-; Mrs. Vernon ton, Nellie Ruth Jones Faye Mur- promotional , secretary
of
the
Dick,
dock,
Thelma
Jones,
Roe
Thorrias,
chosen
to
Chamber of Cammerce in Bowling
which three_ may be
Dr. Cordon ,Wilson, head of the
„,. Pallbearers Were, active, Elzo Jackson, class of '30, five members;
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper, alas. Green.
.
English depaatmant at Western
Guptona Woodrow Vaaeeler, Gerald Hornet Miller, class of '31, two
Rea wIlTitiorlafifil fila TM/a to
Barrere-Britt Ensemble, the per- Kentucky State College at Bowlibg
- — lariartfardaHale, Mr.---arid-Mfgr-reim
earer, -6a-lan Jackson, Otis mernlaaska- sonnel of which includes George Green, will be the Commencement'
Fred Clark, class of '32, five mem- Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key. Murray 'immediately, but will do
Geurin. and Mitchell Hart. Honorin the early summer after
Fleetwood Crouch, Earl Douglas,
Barrere, the world's most renowned linguist at Karksey Thursday eaeary, Obie Jones, Walter Jackson, bers, Fred Pogue. class of '33, six
schdol 17 out in Bowling Green.
The junior class of Murray high and the haughty sister, Frances flutist who will give a solo with ning, and the Rev. E. V. UnderSmothermaa, Dulcie Mae Swann, Isaac Ford. Mr.
Harold
Lucian Hart, Wayne Clark, Rob members;
and
Mrs. Alfe Ford, Gorden' His 0-tear-old son is now a stu- school will present "Tildy Ann," Slecht Douglas Merton, a motion the only platinum flute `and Horace hill will make the baccalaureate
class of '14, three members; Miss
Lamb, and L. Windsor.
dent in the Bowling Green school
picture star, G. W. Gardner; John Britt, internationally famous cellist; address Sunday evening. On WedRubena'Ford, -class of '35, one mem- Crouth. Hullet Cooper, Ruth-Hara comedy drama in three acts in
system.
Brewer, the henpecked husband of John Carter, tenor; Wilaatr Evans, nesday night, the Kirksey aseniors,
bers Hullet Cooper. class of '36, ram, Sam Captlen, Dorothy Adams;
the-school auditorium Friday night,, Charity who operates the Palace
baritone; Mozart Bays Choir, the will prevait the 3-act play, "Cheereight members; Miss Odine Swann Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pogue. Mr. and
it was announced Wedtiesday by Theatre, an institution about to original Vienna clear boys; Joseph- io. My Deario," The annual school
class of '37, four members; Mils Mrs. Kenton Miller, Willie Kelso;
Charles Farmer, sponsor.
crumple for lack of customers, ine Antoine or Lucy Monroe. so- picnic will be held on Friday.
Kathryn Dunaway, class of '38, Bun Crawford, Darious Church.
Veneta W. Sexton, Myrtle S. ParkFor several years a success on Charles Mason Baker;
pranos; er Richard Bonelli or Igor
Another departure from the
eight members.
•
er, Evelyn Lockhart, Bobby Singlethe legitimate stage on Broadway,
Clayton De Mille, Merton'a.man- Goan. baritones.
Thursday night custom of holding
The graduating class of '39 with
ton, Thomas Crawford. Harry' -Former County Attorney Hall the play for Iota; has been popular ager and a motion picture man,
Community leaders' said there the graduation exercises is the case
Fred Barber, president of the six members present, was repreDavidson, Elwood Sw,yers. Bill Hood annsunced today he will be with audiences over the country. Dan Hutson; Borden Hamilton, the 'will be,nip single admission tickets of the New Concord seniors who
Weat Kentucky Fox hunters As- sented by Alvis Edward Jones,
Swyers, Roy Davis, Gene Brewer, a candidate for Commonwealth's It features the. antics of Zeb Pea- most desirable young mag in the sold. Campaign headquarters are at will listen to a hometown boy who
sociation, will go to Henderson, president.
--'Billy Dickerson, James Berry, Bob- Attorney in the forthcoming elec- body, a typical rube constable, who, city, Who it cowling Annabelle but the National Hotel, and principals made good-Dr. Gordon Wilson,
to the Chickasaw State
At 6 o'clock an infornial dinner by Grogan, Mr. and stars. Huron tion in,the Third Judicial District faintaa at the mention of the word changes his mind, Fred Shultz; and may be reached tty phoning 122.
brother to Q. D'. Wilson, New ConPark on Monday. Tuesday. Wed- was served by members of the
Jeffrey, Miss Ann Herron. , Mrs. which includes the counties of Cal- "blood."
Constable_ Zeb Peabody, the wide
Officers are A. V. Havens, presi- cord farmer and county committeenesday, and Thursday of next
furnished
by
an
Music
was
P.T.A.
Eula Mae Doherty, Mrs. Carl Lock- loway, Trigg, Lyon and Christian.
the cast' of characters follows: awake la) officer of the law, Hal dent; Dr. James H. Richmond, Miss man -who will come direct from
week to act as, field judge in the
orchestra from Murray State Col- hart, Mrs. Harvey Fort-a-Mrs, RayHood's formal annpuncement will Tarty Ann, a family' drudge and Kingins.
Lillian Watters, Mrs. Joe Lovett. his Thursday night talk at KirkThird Annual Field - Trial and
.
lege, which was directed by Bobba mond Workman. Mrs. Opbie Swann, appear in a nearly issue.
a Cinderella of modern days, Ruth
J. Buddy' Farmer and Ben Allen and Prof. Price Doyle, vice-presi- sey.
Bench Show of tht-Scirtharn States
Singleton. graduate of Lynn Grove. Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. Noble
Phillips; Mrs. Charity Brewer, a Brumley; are stage managers and dents: faits Alice Keys, secretary;
Fox tunters Association, it was
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor
At 8 o'clock the alumni presented Ray. Mrs. Vernon Butterworth, Crouch, Marjorie Arnett, Maxine small caliber society woman whose also have parts. The play, when George Hart, treasurer. Mrs.,,3 B. of the First Baptist church at Mut,made knewn today.
•
a
3-act
play.
"The
Family
Doctor."
Mrs. May Ford. Mrs. Clois Butter- Crouch, Marion Murdock, Fredia income is derived from the will of presented by the Sock and Buskin Scott is membership chairma'h and ray will give the beccalauredte
According to association leaders,
red foxes are plentiful, there are a drama coached by Mr Jeffrey. worth, Mrs. Bryan Murdock, Mrs. Baket, Ruth Scherffius, Ruth Cook. het brother for taking Care of his club of Murray State College sev- Mrs. Leslie Putnam and Mrs. F. sermon Sunday afternoon at 3:00.
no fences. and good roads allow Tlfe orchestra furnished' entertain- Clifton Key, Mrs. Tony Scherffius. Carlene Sue Loakhart, Charles child, Tildy Ann-Marjorie. Wall; eral years ago, achieved wide ac- E. Crawford are An-membership
ment between acts of the play.
Mrs. Pearl Jones, Mrs. Gordon aBaugh, and Mary Virginia Wren. Annabelle Brewer, her daughter claim.
huntsmen to follow the chase.
chairmen.
(See "Commencement". Page 5)
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Stars of Radio and Screen
May 1:k7Brought to Murray
Havens Is Named
Rotary President

CHANGES ARE MADE
IN LIME PROGRAM

COMMERCE BODY
TO MD IN RENTALS

or. en ntonri
CONCERT GROUP. Is4bchactitaurtat
-ORGANIZED; TO BE
EXCLUSIVE BODY
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-Sixty-Seven Alumni of L. Grove
Attend First Annual Reunion

u
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B.& P.W•
Holds Banquet
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a
Commerce Unit

Porter Dick Dies
Tuesday at Rome

Carnival to Open
Here Monday Night

Tildy Ann' to be Given by
---Mutrayi-ligh Schad-Juniors

Barber Will Judge in
•Southern States Fox
Hunt May 8, 9, 10, 11

Hall Hood to Run
For District Post
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Perry and daughter, Mrs... E. E.
Cress at Vftwers, Ky.. Standar

Congratulations, Graduates!

THE LEDGER & TIMES

1939

ocuIs

Freeman Wilford, J. D. Wilford,
Mrs. C. L. Jetton and Mrs. G. C.
Anderson returned from Akron
last Thursday night wit& their
mother, Mrs. W. T. Wilford who
is very ill. Mrs. Wilford is residingeat the home of Freeman Wilford at present.
Miss Margaret Graves will leave
Friday afternoon to spend the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Dick
They
Hagan in Elizabethbuwn.
will attend the Derby iii Louisville Saturday.
H. D. Maddox of Jackson. Mras.,
a former resident of Murray, spent
last week in Buffalo. N. Y., on
business. and ..0n his return visited
the family Of hie brother, Ray Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. John York visited
relatives in Dawson Springs this
week.
Solon Hele, Columbia Military
Academy, Golumbra. Tenn.. arrived
today to spend the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Hale.

The
lifier,thag will be
held WectruadlY Illiht at 7:30.
Tht monthly dinner meeting of
the Christian Fellowship League
will be held Thursday night at
6:30. All men are invited to attend. A splendid program 'and a
delicious menu have been prepared.

Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, Tlie C&1leway Times. end The
an.
Every May the schools of * Call4oway county. fitted with the egalge -44i
Timessatereld, October M. 19Me
son.
Mtenir-OT.
nB
...w
Mter9Ge
e iar
n Pa
Tu lisib°
SundVy
w a
psitsitsbed hy The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
tious task of contributing to social and cultural betterment, release into as guests
ts in
niesa
home
hd
of Mr. and
North Fourth Street. Murray, Kentucky
Roger Capltuger, of New York
Woe Hull
the life of the community nearly a hundred high acheol graduates. •
titmay.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. StUkblefield. City, is the giiest this week of his
ft. R. laJeloan.and Yohn S. Neal
Publishets
Fitted for no particular trade, *hey are masters of educational fundsJelin S.*Neel
Editor and Advertising Manager mentals.which will enable' them to adjust themselves either to quaissesit of Nashville, Team, are in Hazel parents. Mr. and Mr*. W. J. Capas guests of their daughter. Mrs. linger.
entered at the Postoffice.?Alurray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter. opportunity or to further schooling.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Roy Craig. and Mr. Craig and son,
Mrs. Harold Lumsden of MatWe trust that in Calloway county with a college su neer none will Graves.
thews, Mo., attended the produc-•
Lard's Day: Bible study at 9:45;
tail -to continue his `Sellooling- along a more specialised line.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford tioo of "Campus Lights" at Abe
MEMBER
regular Worship at 10:50 a. ru,•
She
was
college
evening.
Monday
and
Mrs. Caine Russell were in
In the life of the graduate, the grades cam* vi"4•4't and first- Ptrl'allo6
Mid-Week Meeting Wednesday
accompanied Wig Tueaday by
tbere was hesitation on the part of some before they entered high school: Murray frida,y afternoon on busi- her mother, Mrs. B. W. Overby,
evening at 7:30.
ness.
but the decision which is hardest to make (Names now after graduistionMr. and Mrs. Elvis Clayton of who will remain for a visit.
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the death of Mr. John Cochran,
I
Sunday, May 7_1959
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--is T- is.
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is busy making plans
Mr. and Mrs.' Alvin McRee and
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W8S a mist:abet- of the Home Ec. ber. of the Future Farmers Club
church of Hardin will deliver the nyy Lee Valentine who has been day to be observed, as the day nearest creek or pond for our
dell Lemons spent last Monday
Club '35, '37. '38, '39; girls' softball '36-'39; basketball, '39; softball '36,
,
sermon
very ill of pneumonia, Sunday af- when all members of the family first taste of the Waltonian sport. with Mrs. Callie Lassiter.
team, mixed chorus '35, '37, 18. '39; senior play; "Lena Rivers."
Wednesday evening, May 10, the
--: ternoon.
.will "Go to Sunday-school". You It is also the day ,we ,planted our
If we only have a few more
girls atom's '35.
Plays: "Two
junior class will present "Cyclone '
begari-.1ooking
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Roberts could do no finer thing for the watermelons and
Mamile
King
days, as. prbmising as this Monday
Days to
Marry," senior
play,
Sally," a 3-act comedy. A brief were Sunday afternoon callers of members of our household.
forward to the - luscious fruit in
morn; there will be many weary
Maudie King, daughter of Mr.
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outline of the plot follows: Jack Mr. and Mrs. Deraoy Roberts.
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Alexa Outland
. by!
__. estate, returns home after a long
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Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Roberta Sunday Church fcr on this Sunday there during May! Oh, days gone
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birthday
and
say happy
were Mr. auther
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as a ssphomore from Puryear High plays: "My. Mother-In-Law", and member of the Home Ec Club, '36- rying Sue Bascom. Immediately up- John Nanney and Lela :and Brooks elderly people, and all older people many, many msre to my Dad,
qn his arrival •he encounters open Roberts.
are invited to be present. If you day?
•
•
.4.chool. . Activity . theze. was.,, soft- senior play, "Lena Rivers,"
'39; president of the Home Ec
Mrs. Zula Dunnaway as been
or
neighborball - in '36; activities at Hazel
Club '39; basketball '35, '36, '38; defiance at the hands of some _ Mrs. Myrtie McRee and children, have a kins-man
Earl Knight
were: Member of Home Ec. Club
softball, '36-'39; cheer leader for "human whirlwind" who is known Mrs. Zelna Roberts, Miss Pattye growing old, Please see to it that critically ill for the past several
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David St. John, sun of Mr. and arrives, and Jack finds, to his dismusic for these older folks.
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Ft. Henry, Tenn.; C. S. JKOrdis.
be'given between. the plaits__
mondar---Beautifal-1y designed;--BentOn; Miss Frances Wake, RutCounty; Wiry—Trussell "Williams,
.._ . Calloway
,
of
Wednesday night a 3-act rollick15000
taws; Mrs. Geo. Harmon, Hazel;
solid gold Mountings.
a ...
ing farce, "Introducin' Susan," will
County Court Clerk;, Wells .0verbey, COunty AtMiss Anna Suiter, Murray; Mrs. W.
given
under
be
the
direction
of
Mr,
Annnouncement
of
the
.
i
4
torney; Dewey Crass, County Tax Commissioner;
L. Dunn, Hazel; Mrs. Amon AdJeffrey. beginning at 8 ,o'clock.
ems,.
Currier,
Mrs.
C.
P.
Murray;
,
C. Jones, County Jailer; Claude Miller, Circuit
Thursday night, beginning at ft
Murray; Mrs. Travis Smith,
'Court Clerk; Dr. J. A. Outland; County Healtho'clo
ck the graduating exercises
1 "e-.....
Raleigh, N. C.
.
\
Physician; Gatlin Clopton, Magistrate; L. N.
Patients dismissed during the will be held. Prdf. Fred.Shultz of
i
A
SPECIAL
REAL
Murray State College, will deliver
Moody, lingistrate; G. E. Rushing, Magistrate, G.
Natural Gold. rolled plate
past week:
_
...
the address.
!
Miss
ease._ Reliable_ jeweled
M. Potts, Magistrate; J., G: Denham, Magistrate;
. Charlene Clayton. Hazel:
.
0
Mrs.
Jesse
Latimer
and
baby,
Nix,
Magis-•
movement.
W.:C. Robinson,.. Magistrate; Wells
\Hazel; Mrs. Ruth Dunn, Hazel:
. .
---•--•
.
.
date.
-Wm. Dunn, Hazel; Mrs. Walter
'
.7'.'__ _
-- Smith, Knight; Mrs. Otley Farley,
Hold
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; That no firm
Murray; Mrs. Archie
Marshall,
New
4.
Henry, Tenn.; Mrs. C. P. Currieis s, or indivtdual wilt be paid for any product or serv.See our selection of $1.00 gifts for graduation. Lockets, Com•
The annual Fellowship Meeting
Murray; Mrs. Wm. Enoch; Paris,
•
ice sold or rendered,.save and except when said
pacts,
Charm Bracelets, Brooches.
Beaded Bags. Bill Folds, Tie
Tenn.; Mrs. C. B. Christopher, of the, Murray Lodge No. 105 of
. product or service is authorized by one .or more
sets,
etc.
Each
one
individually
Free
and
boxed add wrapped.
Accepted
Masons
will
be.
Paris,
Tenn.; Phillip Lippard, Eldnamed
and
individuals;
the
above
of
, •
ridge, Tenn.; Mrs. Welton Davis, held at the Murray lodge next ,
. -I
.
Mayfield; John Lenox, Paducah; Thursday night, May 11, at 7:30
114
I"
IIE IT FURTHER RE$OLVED: That a COPY
o'elock.
.
it was announced today
Verna. Lou
.
Wimberly, Model,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth Dunn, Hazel; by Peter Kuhn, mestes, and C.sH.
.of thiVresolution be publis ed in both newspapers
'
Mrs. E. F. Russell and baby, Mur- Redden, secretary.
'pnblished in Calloway cou ty.
Mayfield's Leading Jeweler for Over 28 Years
Phone 233
ray: Mrs. Amon Adams, Murray;
All Masons, they said, have ape. 542 W. Main
.*- t •
.•
/
•
...
Erwin,
..".___-.
Hardin.
cial
Mrs.
I.
invitations
to
attend.
•
..
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All Next Wee k---May 8 to 13:
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Mi s Glen Rogers. There was a Mr. and Mrs. Max Walston and matching accessories and Mr. Man•I stated that this magazine had conlarge attendance, including several son,' Johnnie G., Mr. and Mrs. ning wore a grey suit. They will
sistently given the pros and cons
new - members, and an interesting Orbie Culver arid children, Doris, make their home with the groom's
1 of the dictators. She brought out
Don't forget our next two plays
program was given with Mrs. E. Orbie Jr., and Nettie Lou, Mr. parents at Hazel.
the point that the basic reason
Monday. May 8
"Calm Yourself," by the juniors
B Ludwick and Miss' Cora Graves and Mrs. Clarence Williams, Mr.
for dictators is that we have forThe Monday afternoon bridge taking part. Mrs. B. F. Scherffius and Mrs. J. D. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ellises Entertain
and "Cheerio My Deario," by the
gotten God, and read A. J. Cronin's
"Sermon frern the Spews" to illus- club will meet with Mrs. Carlisle gave a report on the Princeton Maylon Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Ellis of Nash- seniors. The junior play will be
Cutehite.
Presbyterial.
, trate that - cwie man here
Frank McDaniel- of Fulton, Mr.
Saturday night, May 8 and the
A social hour was enjoyed- dur- and Mrs. Paul Culver, the Rev. ville, Tenn., entertained with a senior play Wednesday night, May
this.
Mattie
night
The
Delle
Circle
Hayes
ing which dainty refreshments and Mrs. H. P. Blankenship and household shower Saturday
10.
.1 Dureng the social hour Mrs. Higchildren, Siege, Macon, Paul, and honoring Mr. and Mrs.'Irwin Raspgins. assisted by 'Mrs. Marvin Whit- of the Alice Waters Missionary So- were served.
On Friday, May 5, the seniors
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
7:30
p. m. at the
Jane; Edward Culver, of Paducah. berry.
nell, served a dainty party plate. ciety will meet at
plan to have a group picture made
afternoon each week.
The afternoon was spent in
Guests, in addition to members. home of Mines Emily and Oneida Local Members Attend AAUW
Those present were Mrs. Allen at Murray ,for the school and on
pleasant conversation. Every one Bell, Ernestine Hood, Cologne the Friday following tLat will be
included Mrs. J. Mack Jenkiria Wear.
Convention
wished Mr. Culver many more Jones, Opal McClure, Maudie Hige ouoruarnyneunarlboosctoalrpeicnic.
Mrs. J. F. Dale. Mrs. N. -P. HutTuesday. May 9
Mrs. Gardner Is Honored On
thirty o'clock at the home of Mr.
Mrs. John W. Carr, Mrs. John „happy birthdays.
son, Mrs S. B. Tandy. Mrs. Charles
ginbotham, Grace Luter, Ruth Garcompleted and
Birthday
and -Mrs. B. F. Scherffiva
The AAUW wile observe their Rowlett, Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy
Molter, Mrs. J. D. Sexton, and
Hazelle Parker, Thelma Jean ready to be distributed. This is
land,
of
Mayfield
Dr. David Ausrnus
regular meeting date with a pic- Hall and Miss Suzanne Snook atHarrison
Underwood.
.Mrs.
May, Mr. end Mrs. Dee Lamb, Mr. something we have all worked hard
Mrs. Guy Gardner was honoree will- conduct the services and a
nic in the early evening.
tended the state meeting of the Mrs. Jack Cochran Is Honored s
and Mrs. trvari Raspberry. Porter to get and we are proud of it.
at a surprise birthday dinner anditeueor -ar
With Stork Shower
z
the local church probAAUW which was held at MamHolland, Jimmie Manning, Fred
family reunion on Sunday, April ably will be called.
Last Thursday, April 27, the f1111
Bridge Club Meets Friday
The Delta Department of the moth Cave last week-end.
On April 27 a stork shower was Bennett, and Mr. and Mrs. Wildy ulty carried all of the public spe
30, at her home on north Fourth I__
.....
Afternoon
Woman's Club will meat at 7:30
On
Saturday afternoon
they
street. When Mrs. Gardner returned Parker-Farley Wedding
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Herschel were guests for tea of President given to Mrs. Jack Cochran at her Ellis.
ing contestants to the Varsity TheMrs, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
Those sending gifts were: Carrie atre at Murrasefor which they were
from church she foeind ehe 'table _
Corn.
and Mrs. Garrett of Western at home, by Mrs, John Parker and
-Solemnized
afternoon
to
was
at
home
Friday
Mrs.
Hillis
B. Curd, Rozella Curd, Eulala LAN- extremely
Hartle.
beautifully arranged and centered
their home in Bowling Green.
. Wednesday. May-13The room was beautifully decor-, ins and Myrtis McClure.
Miss Rovine Parker and Mr 0. members of her bridge club 'and •
with_the birthday cake holding
Saturday evening the meeting
T
ikgrtefuler of this school
One
additional
guest,
Mrs.
Nat
Many nice and useful gifts were
fifty burning candles. A bountiful W. Farley were united in marriage
Mrs. Ben B Keys will be hostess Was addressed by Mrs. Feank L. ated with spirea, iris and deigwood.
planning to have a Father-Son
Saturday. April 20. 1939. Their Ryan Hughes.
The refreshments consisting of received, refreshments were served, Is
at 2.- 30 p m. at her home to the McVey and a business session was
basket dinner was 'served
Wednesday night. May 3,
only attendarits were Mr: and Mrs. .Mrs. U• B. Scott was awarded the Arts and Crafts Club.
chicken salad sandwiches, pickles, and everyone had a nice time. Mrs fish fry
Those present were Mr. and Mn
held.
at the school auditorium. This is
prize for high score.
was
attired
Jim
Lee.
The
bride
daffodil
cake
and
hot
chocolate
PauMiss
formerly
Raspberry
was
Sunday morning the visitors atGuy Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Errett
The hostess served a party plate
an annual event at this place and
Thursday, May U
tended a state breakfast which was were served to the following line Moore of Murray.
Gardner and Ann Kelly' Gardner. in a biege costume suit with-navy
spOnsored this year by Mr. Walston.
at the conclusion of the game.
The regular business meeting of
accessories
and
a
corsage
of
garfollowed by trips through the guests, Mrs. Noble Farris, Miss
Mrs. Myrtle Reeves and Nancy
•
•••
Our baccalaureate address will
the Murray Woman's Club will be
denias.
Mable McKenzie, Mrs. Lou Beg•
cave.
Reeves, all of Murray, Mr. and
DISTINCTIVE "WOMAN bin be given Sunday night, May 8, by
held at three o'clock at the home
After the wedding a delightful 74ra. White Entertains Club
welly, Mrs. Buel McKenzie, Mrs.
Mrs. I.. E. Trevathan, Mrt Helen
of Mrs. L. D. Hale. This is the
Annie the Rev. D. V. Underhill ,at the
GLASGOW, Ky.—Miss
dinner was served by edrs. Lee:
Johnnie Ahart, Mrs. Hardy Adair,
Cleayer and daughters. Helen. LouMrs. Porter White was hostess last meeting of the--year and all Bridge Club Meets With
Goren, 81, daughter of Franklin Methodist church. Added numbers
The young couple will melee their
Miller
Mrs.
Mrs.
Newel
Johnson,
Miss
Emily
'Ise and Joeann. Mr and Ms MarGorin, who was the first white will be "Holy, Holy, Holy" by the
in Murray where Mr. Farley Saturday afternoon- to members members are urged to attend.
Johnson, Mrs. Terry Pogue, Mrs.
yin Cleaver and son. Franklin. Mr.
Mrs. John Miller was at home
child born in Glasgow, and .grand- chorus, "Now the Day is Over," by
is employed. Their many friends of the Sunshine Friend Bridge
Hubert Perry, Mrs. Hubert Mason
and Mrs. Herman Mack and daughClub. Bridge was enjoyed and
Thursday morning to members of
daughter of John Gorin, one of the boys' quartet and "Going
_
',wish them much happiness,
.„
_
Petry, Mrs. Bernice Groan, Mrs.
ters. Norma and Charlotte. of Maysunshine friend gifts were ex- prograin 'which Was presented by her bridge club.
Barren County's first settlers who Home," a solo, by Mrs. Boone.
field. Mr. and Mrs. 13:- L. Trevathan, Association of
members of the
Baker circle.
The prize for high score was Evereton Dodd, Mrs. George Gro- donated the land on which GlasCommencement night will be
Childhood F.dosation Changed.
gan,
Miss
Lucile
Grogan,
Mrs.
May Trevathan. Kate Duke of Bendelightful party plate was Quiet music was 'played by' etre won by Mrs. James H. Richmond.
gow was built, died early Sundae, Thursday night, May 11. The speakPlans
Frances
Wilkerson,
Mrs..Sula
Dodd,
ton. Mr hnd Mrs. Charlie Man'served by the hostess,
Roy Farmer, and 'the entire grow 'Only members were present
Miss Gorin spent a part of her er will be James C. Wilson of
Mrs. Audie Mae Nix, Mrs. Ellen life when small at Mammoth Cave,
ning: Charlene biennia, Martha
The Murray College branch of
joined in the singing. of -"Worship,
Bowling Green. Additional numWilkerson, Mrs. John Parker, Mrs. which formerly was owned by her
Mae and Billy Manning of Padu-- the Association for Childhood Edu- Jacqueline Sharborotigh
0 King." Mrs.. Baker read the
bers will be "Hark, Hark, the Lark,"
Bridge
Wednesday
Club
Meets
Perry 'Hendon, Mrs. Perry Farris, father. She had leeen active in
--eah. Mr.- and Mrs:- Clay Darnell cation will give a picnic next Monscripture lesson and also a poem,
Celebrates Birthday
by chorus,'"The Lotus Flower," by
• - and children. Anita Clay and Lynn, day evening,- Mae,ip. at 5 p., m ,The prayer was led by Miliet Alice
Members of the
Wednesday Mrs. Birdie Vance, Mrs. J. W. Las- the social, religious and civic life girls' trio, "Night's Shades are
..„. .
Sharborough - vele- Waters. A leaflet on "Meditation".
siter,
Mrs.
Oliver
Cherry,
Mrs.
John
of Hardin.
years.
according to an -announcement by - Jacqueline
for
sixty
of
Glasgow
Bridge _Club were entertained' yesGently Falling," by boys' quartet,
0there calling in the afternotfr4 Miss Loretta Hill, president. Plans *rated her eighth birthday Satur- was given by Mrs. W. J. Mecoy, terday afternoon by Mrs. Roy Houston, Mrs. Palorna Murphy, Mrs.
She was one of the charter memand "Say Love if Ever Thou Didst
Perry Culpepper, Mrs. S. A. Har- bers of Glasgow Music Club, one
increased the number to about 1liar entertainment, refreshments, day afternoon with a party at the and one on eBreadening the Hor- Stewart at her home.
Find," by the mixed quartet. Dorris
lime
of
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
-izon"
by
federated
clubs
in
the
a
circle
ris,
Mrs.
the
oldest
member.
A
Loyd
Spiceland,
Mrs.
of
reHillis
forty-five who wished Mrs. Gard- and'Iransportatiori are now being
Prizes for high and second high
Workman's name was left off the
Sharborough.
C.
L.
.
known
in
port
frore
the
was
widely
annual
missionary
itate,
and
Harris, and Mrs. Jack Cochran.
ner many happy returns of the day.' made.
—
She
The guests were entertained with conference . at Covington, Term., score *ere won by Mrs. Nat Ryan
Kentucky for her work in promot- honor roll last week by error.
Those
sendinggifts
were:
Mrs.
At the "last meeting of the group
Hughes and Mrs. Vernon Stub---is,in. the, -ninth -grade.
niraer
--iffeits
----giimes during The- -afternoon, The
'brought -by Mrs:- -Effie- JamesCharlie Reed waters, sirs. 77-L. -ing good music:—
Mrs. Parker Is Club Hostess
cake was
beautifully and Miss Alice Waters. Following blefield, Jr.
rth ay
Culpepper, Mrs. Billy Hendon, Mrs.
addressed the members,on the subThe hostess served a delightful
Mrs. Jee 'Peeke:r was hostess ject -Parliamentary Lsws.. mem _ 'decorated in pink and white and. the song,."Wonder Words of Life,"
Julia Wilson, Mrs. Joe Wilson, Mrs.
salad
ceurse
to
the
members
and
held eight tie), • billeting canales. the meeting was dismissed by 'Mrs.
members
Wendell Allbritten, Mrs, Duncan
to
one additional guest, Mrs. John
111144':'allierna'an
to several via
-'41- hershill
the associationi°° is' °Pen An ice course and punch were J. F. Dale.
, .her
_bridge club, and
Holt, Mrs. Torn Pool, Mrs, Earette
to all elementary teachers and vol.'tseeeed.
Miller,
atom The prize for high- -Seare wet lege students interested in child-e
Grogan, Mrs. Dan Hart, Mrs. Walbsonaen in the guest list were
awarded Mrs. Max C,hurchill.
ter Edmonds, Mrs. Dwight Harris,
Motley Class Has Party
hood education.
•
1Detty
—Yancey.
Ann
Lowry.
Bill
Birthday
Partyls
Given
Thg-Itostess served a delightfulMiss Barbara Sue Harris, Mrs.
!Rowlett. One Robertson, Jr.. Billie
Members ef the 'Medley Class
'
'''‘f!a•Lad.-Plate- to.th.e....-falluw1118.-menle .Mrs• BorenEntertains
. * '.1.44
- lib .
Schoolmates and friends titlf Kirk- Spencer Edwards, Ws. Joe -CoIliFot.--Roberta.Fait. Lochie Fay Hart, cif the First Christian Church held
hers., and visitora:--Mrs. Graves — -.
sey High gathered at the home of rtin, Mrs. Clifton Cochran, Mrs.
Mrs. 0. L Boren entertained Ilee ..1-Eugene Adams, Imogene Adams. their monthly birthday party FriHendOis,..
Co11
.._ Mis. Max Churchill. Mrs.
Virgil Cochran, Mrs. pat Rowland,
H
D7
a.leley1 viff000difsoCezdegrarye•Apustni%vNolafnsocn
y
day
evening
at
six-thirty
at the James Calvin Paschall, Friday evin, Mrs. Hebert Dunn bridge club and several -additional
Freed
Mrs. Cletus Rieherson, Misses Pausurprising
his
fifening_
him
on
n.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles WilHale.' Mrs. Mae guests at her home Thursday afterMrs. Bradb
line and Clarice Moore,
and Phil Crawford.
liamson.' Honor guests were those teenth birtlidaY while he was abCardwell and M,
rs Ardell Knight. -nce-n- '
.
.
• •• ••
whose birthdays fell in April in- sent on a pleasure drive.
• • • ee.„.
• The club prize -for high score
Miss Sue Johnson acting as host- Moore-Raspberry Wedding
Bock And Thimble Club''Holds
cluding Mrs. R. L. Wade, Mrs. I' tage as
• was won by Mrs. H. E Holton -and
MacDonell Mask -Club
Nee..
Is Solemnised
B. Morgan. and Mrs. Chas. Will- ess entertained 54.
ott8
'-' '•
the guest prize by Mrs. Charles
Saturday Evening
Games were enjoyed by all.
iamson.
.... .
Steerart,
Friends were pleasantly surprised
.The Book and Thimble Club met i A delightfire "covered
were
G.
W.
Those
winning
prizes
dish" supJoanne Fulton auctli_u-ginia_Jent-i,1-•&-par41,0--piate--was--served- at theThe---Wednesday afternoon; April 28,4_par _was, serve4 4
- 0,14 _a Bible_ eon._ Edrnondsee-tardts James, 11 cib- Thursday, April 27, when Miss
were hostesses' Saturday evening at concinsion of the game.'
with Mrs. Vircn Beard at her test and Chinese checkers turn- Gingles. Gene Potts. Robert Carl- Pauline Moore, Nashville, Tenn.,
the home of the latter for the -April
The aiest list included members home on North Sixth street.
and In-van Raspberry of Hazel were
,Mothers always want'to look their very best reished amusement during the even- ton and James Carlton.
meeting of the Mactiowell Music and Mrs. D.`11,;
The afternoon was 'spent in ing.
eP
.kin
hite, Mrs. Charles Later in the evening refresh- united in marriage by Brother Hergardless of their years. Treat your mother to a
Club. A Intel business sessipn •was -seewaree etre
needlework
and
new
plans
were
es- Pratt.. Mrs
Those . iSresent were Mr. -enie ments of ice cream and cake,were bert Robinson, minister of the
permanent wave. She'll appreciate it, especially for
conducted by Miss" Lillian *alters t Harald Stanley. Mrs,Hugh Hous- made for,the summer months with
Mrs. R. L. Wade, Mr. and Mrs. erijoyed be Vanetta, Ross, Anna Church of Christ at his home at
Her
Day, Don't put it off any longer. Get your
'absence
• In the
of -thesethaufmant ' 1 tort Mrs. Hal Houston,
W. C. Mrs. Dewey Jones, chairman. gre- I. B. Morgan. Mr. and Mrs. Otrey Frances Miller, Gracie Nell Wal- 2:30 o'clock.
mother's certificate now. Give her time to arrange
The college girls" quartet own', Puller and Mes.-,Yeek KenAesly.
tiding.
D "Attendants were Jimmie ManPaschall, Mr. and Mrs' It B. dropeeLaurine Jamul, Evelyn
a convenient appointment.
posed of Miss Thelma Marcum. 1,
Several members were absent Bailey. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Reed- Cain, Laura Lynn Radford. Edith ning and Miss Cologne Jones. The
,.
first soprano. Miss June Linton. i siesaymes Hugh„ Are
because of illnen,
Reid
Beaman.
Imogene
Drinkard.
ceremony
was
used.
The
single
ring
er. Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard,
e hostess served a delightful Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Miss Clara Suitor. AgfieseGreenfield, Jo bride wore a navy blue dress with
accord soprano, '_bliss Margaret t stemphmentAt.. s. . _ ,
Trevathan.- 'first altci. arid' Misaiparti'lalate.
Maybelle Workman, Virginia Marine, Dor- matching accessories. The groom
Ruth
Cutchin,
Mrs.
Phone
Frances Wake, second alto. pre- i —mrs. maYme Ryan -Hughes and
Scobey, Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mr. othy Workman, Wilma Jane Jones, wore a navy blue suit. Miss Jones
sented a delightful, program includ-e Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes. whose Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland Honored and Mrs. Marvin Felton: Mrs. -Joel Elizabeth Jones, Charles Waldrop, was dressed in light blue with
home was _destroyed by fire 'last
ing the-following numbers:
Paul Drinkard, James
Hayden
Mrs. Gertrude Sp land was sur- Carter. of Athens. Ala., and Mr,
sole, week. were honor guests Monday
"The
Washer, Alton Cain,- Richard BogIsland." ' quartet;
Williamson.
and
Mrs.
I
prised
dinSunday
by
a
b
day
afternoon
at
a
miscellaneous
gess, Joe Ross, James Carlton,
-There's Weeping 'In My Heart.'
.• • • •
sa,n_rhe;
Christelle Palmer, G. W. Edmonds,
ibliss Trevathan; "Ati, "les`a Dream," shower-whiele- iivase-given by Mrs. ner,n_spread osnheloms
litss-Obson Is Complimented
ile
,
visittaedble:
Prink
Albert
Stubblefield
at
her
Charles H. Marine: Pat Carson.
quartet: solo. "Forest Solitude;
neighbor.
When
she
arrived
home
[home.,
'Miss Emma Sue Gibson was Hugh Palmer, Edwin _Russell, Roy
Miss Wake.
-Many lovely and useful gifts cars lined the road, people throng- giv
a surprise birthday luncheon Rose, Bob Marine, Gene Potts,
The.'solo accompanist was ItU
were received.
ed her yard, and the table was on Wednesday, _April 26. by her Jimmie Jones, Cardis James, Ralph
Lena Frances MitchelL
The hostess served an lee course corr•plete evere. to the cake witn mother. Mrs, W. J. Gibson. G418les, Wade Linn Poole, Edwin
A
ufty -arty plate
WaS-'
se Yelb•szo- 'about twernyefour efrierids and e74" spelled with candlea.
Small tables- were placed in the Greenfield, Alise James, Robert
at. me conclusion ot site
ProSram- neighbctis of the honorees.
The guests were;
Hying 'room for the guests. Spring -Carlton. Theron Russell, Marcile
There Were about fifteen present.
• • • •.
Clyde Sp:celand and estate 'children, flowers. and cicver
cards Riley, Nefa Sanders, Charles D.
Magazine Club Meets
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Spiceland and were used in- decoration:
Johnson. Robert Fulton, Joe Pat
With Mrs. Higgins
family including Mrs. Lorene. Mc'Presbyterians To Hold Meeting
Covers were laid for Miss- -Marry" James, Rob Gingles, Feria CochCage and baby of Detroit; Mr. and Adams Callis. Miss Martha Robert- ran, Christine Kelley, and baby,
Sunday Afternoon
Kra- Soltai Higgins uta.1_1a
. ostess'
ere..., Thursday afterneon at tier home Mrs. J. S. Ahart and daughters. son, Miss Louise Putnam, Miss -Kenneth Palmer, Evelyn Palmer,
All local Presbyterians are
Finnes,,, Wells Sue'-.,,Johnson; Mr. and Mrs. PaulRhea
to the April meeting ef, the Maga- Elaine_ and. Oneida. Murray, Mr. Elizabeth
to meet Sunday afterr
'
.
•
zinc ,Clute The rooms held at- and. Mrs. L. A. Cathey and four Lovett, Wade Graham, Conrad Paschall. and the honoree, James.
childrert Mr, and Mrs. Loyd Spice- Jones. Oliver 'Hood, Dan Hutson, Calvin PaSehtill.
., „ tractive arrangements' of spring
Miss Graduate will be delighted with these
• • •
•
_cispewee,e_e,e4e.ee
,
saiereeekceeeme_e___e*Ialiel, Tolu. Mr. and Mes. Henry, add the honorees,
ts----e-_•• •
charming;
feminine accessoric : Smart coslierterson
and
-mother
frostLinton.
-.113fretiliese,
Mr. John L. Culver Honored
tume "extras" that she'll wear happily all
ihe general theme of the program. Mr. and Mrs. E H. Spiceland and Service'Circle Meets With
With Birthday Dinner
was ably presented in three papers. children. ,Mr.- and Mrs. Leo Lan-- - Mrs. Carter
through Summer. All gay, new 'and low
Friends and relatives of'-Mr.
Mrs. _Toni Morris gave a very in- caster, Mr. and ,Mrs. R. B. Kirks.
Mrs. Zelna Carter was hostess
priced . . . see our wide selection today.
terssitittg
paper on "Fortune". Denison, Tex.. Mr. and Mrs. Linus Monday afternoon' at her borne to John Culver.. met at his home '&1-*which. 'she said, is a real mane red Spiceland. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde the Service Circle efeethe First Sunday, April 30, to honor his
birthday -with It
iplush* magazine Mrs.'Jack Beale, Lycals from the Stewart Count")
, Christian Church. Mrs. John Neal seventy-eighth
NEW WHITE ,GLOVES
A beautiful table was
Jr.. surveyed the setup-Cf "Scrib- Times office. Dover, Mr. and Frs. presidedst•-and Mrs. Rupert Parks dinner.
Creamy white slipons to grace.young hands!
spread on the lawn at noon with
Accurately and Carefully ner's".. empeatiiing the b...ok 're- Polk Phillips and children. Tharpe,
New suede fabrics, smartly stitched, washteonducted the devotional.
the Rev. H. P. Blankenship offerable,
view department Mrs. Hall Hood Mr, and Mrs. 'Willie Walker and
Compounded of Purest
Mrs. Herbert Farris received the
ing thanks.
presenting "Reader's Digest." daughter. Bumpas Mills, Mrs. Em- Service Circle gift Drugs
Those present were Mr. and
ma and Mr, and Mrs, Breent Jones
During the social hour refreshNEW WHITE BAGS
Culver, Mr. and Mrs.
and two children, Mrs. Dixie Wil- ments were served by the hostess. Mrs. John L.
'Soft" pouches, tophandles, squaries. Newest
Lowell Culver and children, Wil•
• • •
-Came, Mr. and Mrs. Lowry Underleitteers. all washable. Clear white--dashing
ma.Joe Deem' and J. L. Mr. and
, woad:- Mukray, Mrs. Salle Jones. Presbyterian Auxiliary
—cool.
Mrs. Jess C. Culver and children,
Holds Meeting
""
-- -\1 Howard Tye. Clarksville, _ Gene
Lou Alice, Harold. and Howard;
e--......ekoveris. Concerti. Mr. and MrrWilThe Presbyterian 'Auxiliary met Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Culver and chil-,
PRETTY POSIES
""- burn Cook. Virginia Rudolph, Mur.
Monday afternoon at the home of dren. Hughes and Loretta Belle;
Cool white violets, gardenias, valley lilies!
• ray "andAeie Outland. Jr.
Charmint crisp remembrances!
All reported an' enjoyable day
ef music, kodaking and falking.L.
• • -4; •
Mother Adores' •
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Kirksey High School
News
.

Social Calendar

PHONE 247, PLEASE

•0 ET

rig&

. Ars,r_24„—fai.,c.

The Gift- Your-MotherMill Appreciate!

SHOP
BEAUTY
270

t

l

Prescriptions

•

$1 pr.

$1.00 up

50c

Every

Training- school Girls
thmor---""'''"•"'"

-

EVERY
MOTHER
ADORES

LOVELY FLOWERS
•

Flatter her with a gift that is really-expressive ...thr whether shg be
'flowers w ill delight any I-wie,
'21 or 71, Mrs. W. P. Roberts has a go-od :Selection
cut flowrs„bouquets
for you to ,choose frilm .
and plants'. Also-shrubs and pttrennitis.

FLORIST
THE MURRAY
MRS, W. P. RQBERTS
Phone 364-J

800 Olive Street

LOVELY FLOWERS

Miss Leuise Putnam, Miss Martha
Robertson. Miss Marjorie Fooshee,
and Miss Charlotte Wear. were in
:Lexington several' days last week
tor'represene the 'Training School
, in thes all-state chorus which was,
conducted by 7,Nobel Cain, director':
f music in the Chirega •Ocbools- I
Th
They
Were accompanied by Mrs
ta
^ Leslie Putnam" and Miss ,Daisy

• A. signal honer conferredon
Miss ,Astnam and Miss Robertsot:
ejas the:1r selec-tion by Mr. Cain to
sing in the peke choir.
• Alice Waters Missionary Swirly
Meets
The
Alice Waters Missionary
Society held the regular meeting
Tuesday afternoon at the Methodist church ;with *es. Garnett
Jones,
pi-esiding A
brief business session was he*
Mfg.
Baker war leackw

_

.PLIRE
Always ivercomet Hand-rolled whites,
florals, soft pastels. Guaranteed linen.

25c and 50c

Potted Plants, Cut Flowers, or
Corsages Express Admiration
and Love

NEW SHELL AND COSTUME
.JEWELRY
. Paris rage! Shelenecklaces, bracelets Gold,
_eillyer, pastel enamel finish. New, different.-$1.00

LAROS SLIPS
New square neck styles. Daintly lace trimMasie.White, pastel satins, crepes. All sites.
•

re.,
, -------a--- eree e
e'.7ee 1;;;-:1' "
&

$4.00 and $1.95

Pç

Gotham Gold Stripe Ringless
Sheer Hose

Or' '''‘. 141P•

Or ey ;:e4a..Gaiter' .I's ee
-e, ieefeereeete -_ -

ii.,•,„ :e.s..„,•:-... -...0"•-"-- -

GLADYS S OTT'S

MRS. A.0. WOODS FLORIST
500 NfTo9rth St,

East Side Court Sq

Telephone 186:-./

•••• V••••

4*,.
5

et'
'me
tee.•

•

•

79c

•

.e.—

.
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.t two playe
the juniors
rio," by the
Lay will be
6 and the
night, May

the seniors
Acture made
tool and on
tLat will be
IC.
,mpleted and
,ed. This is
worked hard
ud of it.
27, the to
mblic ape
Varsity The:h they were

f this school
Father-Son
ight, May 3,
um. This is
Is place and
Mr. Walston.
address will
I, May 6, by
•rhill ,at the
led numbers
foly" by the
Is Over," by
and "Going
I. Boone.
ht will be
I. The speakWilson of
tional numk, the Lark,"
Flower," by
Shades are
oys' quartet,
• Thou Didst
iartet. Dorris
left off the
oy error. She

FIRST BAPTIST CUURCH
Murray Route V
WHo's Who in The Senior Class at "Winterset" to Be --Faxon Facets
Preaching by the pastor niorning
May first and a beautiful day,
New Concord High School
Given at College After a rainy week the farmers although
and evening.
still cold and the ground

F

are trying to break ground this is too wet to du much farming
Maxwell Anderson's Famous
Some are trying to plow. We are
bright Monday morning.
Drama to Be Preeenled
I wonder what sort Of "winter" hoping spring is here.
on May 25
No serious illness to report.
this is, dogwood, dewberry, strawMr. and Mrs. Frank Fiargis are
He lived for hate-yet was ready berry, or what?
Fifth Sunday saw,fullchurch at- to be congratulated, as they have
to die for love!
29. pound daughter, born
w9
That is the story of Mio, youth- tendance in spite of much visiting. a' new
Mr, gad Mrs. C. C. Dyer visited
ful tramp, the, story of whose atMr. and Mrs. Edgar St: John
tempt to clear his father', name -3/IF.-khd Mrs. laeland‘McNabb Sunfrom the stigma of a traitor's death day. Misses Sadie Nell, Ruby and were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
is told in Maxwell Anderson's Lynda visited Misses Dorothy, June and Mrs. Cuthbert 'St. John awl
dramatization of "Winterset", a and Frankie Jane Geurin and at- daughters, Miss Treva and Mrs.
Gus D. Yarbrough
gripping drama in three acts which tended the-Russell's Chapel Sunday Leva Neuman, of Paris, who were
Gus D. Yarbrough, age 19, son will be presented at Murray State school_
visiting their parents.
of Mr. and Mrs. B. A. YarbrougD College Thursday night, May 25,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and famThe Steve Duncan family visited
lie has been in the following ac- by the Sock & Buskin Club.
ily were Sunday dinner guests of
the Tony Dunean family Sunday.
tivities:
Member
of basketball
While Mbo is searching frantically
The Clyde Phelps and Lowell Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stom and
squad in '36.'39. Member of soft- for the clue to clear his fathers Walker families visited in Granite family.
D. B. Alibritten
ball teem entire four year,. Plays: name, the judge who condemned
Johnny Phelps of Paducah is visCity, Ill., last week-end.
D. B. Allbritten, age 19, son a '34, "Up the Hill tb Paradise," '37, him, now driven mad by his deAmong the visitors at Friendship iting his sister, Mrs. J. N. Johnson,
Mrs. Nate Allbritten. Besides the "That's One On Hilt' 37, "Look cision in the case, looks for new
and Mr. Johnson a few days.
school work he has taken part in Who's Here," '38, "Which Shall He evidence that may prove to him Church of Christ Sunday were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Houston and
Edgar Blaney and .baby, Anna, Ill.,
the following activities: Member Marry?" '38, "Where's Grandma." his decision was just.
Muter James Walker, Paris,'Tenn.; children, Mr.. and Mrs. Leaman
of the sokball team the entire four He was in the negro minstrel in
The cause of the whole trouble.
years; member of the basketball 36'-37'. He was president of the Truck Estrella, a gangster dying Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Folwell and Nix and children were Saturday
squad the entire four years and fredhman and sophomore class, from tuberculosis, warns all he Miss Mildred, Centralia, Ill.; and night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Zerna
Farris and Dot,
captain of his team in 38-39. He '36, '37;
vice-president of
the will kill anyone who attempts to Miss Dave Anna Crass.
Thomas and Aubrey Stom are
Very encouraging reports are
was also in the following- plays: senior class, '39.
take away the six months he has
corning from the revival meeting spending the week with their
"Up the ,Hill to Paraidse," '38;
left to live.
Mary Rath Houston
"That's One On Bill," '37; "Which
From this apparently inescap- Minister L H. Pogue is conducting grendparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Mary Ruth Houston, age 17, able and tragic situation the young for the Clfureh of Christ in Hen- Johnson, and uncle, Earl Stom, and
Shall He Marry?,'"38; "Where's
contains
many family.
Grandma?", '39; "New Wives For daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray lovers step out into the night to derson. Faxon
Old," '37. He entered in the coun- Houston, entered New Concord as live what little is left of their short friends of these Henderson people ,Mr. and Mrs. Euel. Donohue and
who have often visited in the hoirn-is children, Miss Ethel Robertson and
ty scholastic contest in freshmen a freshman. During the four years lives.
of their former teachers, 'Misses Aubrey Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Vickagriculture. 'He was also in the she has beeneconnected with these
activities:
Irene Branddif and Audie Folwell. ers and family went to Gilbertsnegro minstrel '37. •
Softball, `'35, '36. '37, '38; treasThree former Calloway teachers, vale Sunday to' the ,homecoming.
urer of the class'35-16, vice-presiJails Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. Onas Evans and.1Wiss They report a very nice time..
Julia Coleman, age 18, daughter dent, '30. '37. Mixed- chorus, '35Mrs. David Harmon arid James
Pearl Evans, are attending this
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coleman, '38, sevtet, '37-'39; trio, '39; mixed
Lee visited Mrs. Talbert Harmon,
meeting.
entered -high school in '35. She quartet, '39. Plays: "That's One
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Folwell en- who is ill, Saturday afternoon. We
tot* part in the following activi- On Bill," '37; "Which Shall He eAnnanias Bill" and .-Introduola.
tertained with after-church dinner are very glad Mrs. Harmon- is
ties:
Marry?", '38; "Where's Grandma?",
Susan" are Features of CornSunday Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. not so seriously ill as at first feared.
She prayed on the softball team '39; negro minstrel, '36-37.
mencinnent Week
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Lawrence
Folwell. Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Folin '35-'38; yell leader, '36-'39: a
well, Mr. and Mrs. Iven Folwell, and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
William Lee Harnett
mefeber, of the mixed chorus in
Featured in the' Commencement
a
Chte
esrIneoo
y n.Wilion and baby Sunday
-45, '36, IT She was -in the -fol- , William .Lee_ Barnett- age. 20, Week actfirlifes atlaisn Oi'ci-ve high and Misses. Mildred,-.and- _Audio
Folwell.
sun
of
Mr:
and
Mrs.
Ernest
L.
s
." -lowing, plays: freshman, "Up -the
school
are
two
outstanding
playsSunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Mary Williams and little
Hill
to Paradise," sophomore, Barnett.
He
attended Pleasant
Valley "Annanias Bill," to be presented Miss Mary Frances, and Mrs. Rosa Mrs. Zelna Farxis and Dot were
"That's One On Bill." junior,
by the seniors Friday night to open Russell were Sunday afternoon Mr. "end Mrs. Willie gtubblefielet,
"Which Shall He Marry?", senior, High School as a freshman and the week's program of
outstanding callers at the Arthur Hargis home. Mrs. Mavis Allbritten, Mr. and
entered New Concord as a sopho"Where's Grandma?"
She also
hits, and "Intreducin' Susan," a
We had a large crowd and three Mrs. Bob Alexander, Misses Era
toek part in the negro minstrel in more.
.The activities he has taken part laghable story of complications and good plays Friday evening at Fax- and Vera Miller and father, Ervin
_
in, are, plays: sophomore, "Here counterpoises that promises to keep on. An added attraction was the Miller. Afternoon callers were Mr.
Roselee Hargis '
CAMPS Charlie"; senior, 'Where's the audience in a laughable mood. music furnished by Joe, Tar, and and Mrs; Cleo Bury.
Roselee Hargis, age 16, duties- Grandma?"
Miss Ann
erron is sponsor of Ra4ph Ragsdale.---Alf.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Wilson and
ter of Mr. and.. Mrs. Joe Hargis,
the senior play and Principal Huron
son, A. G., of Logan, W. Va., are
Hilda Ann Lawson
entered New Concbrd as d sophoJeffrey will be in charge of "Invisiting relatives in Kentucky.
Hilda Ann Lawson, age 18,
more from Almo. When at Almo
troducin'3Susan."
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker and
she entered
the interscholastic danghter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Football, tall tales, intrigue, and
baby, Miss Sylva Dell, were Suncontests in English mechanics and Lawson. The following, in addi- a tight-fisted country squire with
day afternoon guests et Mr. and
placed- first. In '37 she entered tion to regular school work, are a past due mortgage between his
Mrs. C. B. Buchanan.
the ;nixed chorus, in '38 She placed the activities in which she took
thumbs
combine
to
make
"Annanias
Mr. a,nd Mrs. G. E Linville and
third in girl's solo; entered mixed part: plays, "Up the Hill to ParaBill" one of the best plays of the National Hospital Day Celebration Dot were Saturday night bedtime
quartet.. An '38. trio '36., ioixta dise," '36, "Which Shall He Marseason.to Result in Open House at
guests-OfMr. and Mrs. Vivid-Hir
Thomas -16.- and humorous reading Fyr;"'311, "Where's Grandiiia?"`; '39,
"Introducin' Susan" plays on the
Local Institution
Vice-president of
the junior
'mon and James Lee.
'38. In '39 she placed first in girl's
Mr. and Mr's. Earl Nix Wilson
rolo. Entered in sextet '37. '38, '39. cleos, '38, and secretary of the assumption that a "laugh a day
National Hospital Day. celebrated were Saturday nieht gtiests of Mr.
keeps the doctor away," and fulEntered in mixed quartet in '39, senior class, '39.
fills competently its ideal of hilar- over Americo en Mtly- 12, will be and Mie. EarrStom,
trio '39. Placed second in Oral InLarne DUNS
observed again this year by the
terpretation in '39. Plays: '37,
Little Miss Imogene Farris is
Larue Dunn, age 19. daughter ious entertainment.
Cast of characters for "Annanias Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital staff, slowlyninproving from a very sore
"That's One On Bill," '38, "Which of Mr. and Mrs. Gray Dunn. enofficials
announced
today
by
jt
was
Shall He Maui?", '39, "Where's tered New Concord 'High School Bill" follow: Ted Chapman, authroae. -- 'at the institution. At the same
Grandma?". Yelleleader in '35-39. as a freshman, during the four gene Jones; Ma Chapman, Ruth
Mrs. Nola Whitnell has returned
to
time.
they
issued
an
invitation
Years she has taken part in the Cole;,, Millie, Martha Galloway; all effiends Of the hospital to at- to her home in Hazel from a week's
Faye Hendon
Squire Maddox, Barkley Jones; Bill
following:
visit around New Providence. •
tend celebration exercises.
Faye Hendon. age 17, daughter
Mixed chorus '36-'38; trio, '38; Barrow, Preston Cotham; Valencia
Poop-Deck-Pappy.
On Hospital Day each year, clinof Mr. and Mrs.' Lamar Hendon. sextet, '38. '39. Plays: "Up the Maddox, Carolyn Rogers; Lottie
Besides her tlasswork she has Hill to Paradise," and "Which Barrow, Mary Sue Miller; Gracie ical institutions of such a nature
usually take the opportunity to
taken part in the folldwing activ- Shall He Marry?"
Long, Lady Ruth Marine; Mr. Har- bring their services to the attention
ities: member of softball team '35rison, Alvii Edward Jones; Mr. Ben- of the -community. It- is a day of`
'38; member of, mixed chorus '35TO ENLIST ARMY MEN
son, Merritt Marine; Loretta Ever- visitation in which the ties between
'37, and play. "Where's Grandma?"
Covela Broach; and Marion hospitals and their people are
Major Robert G. Mangum, Field Grant, Leona. Dell Rogers,
strengthened. Altruistic in purse,_
R. HALL HOOD
Artillery, U. S. Army, will be at
according to one spokesman. it
Mrs. 3, Fred Schofield, sister of
CCC
camp
1517,
Murray,
at
2:30
brings into the country's hospitals Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor of this city,
Attorney-at-Law
p. m., on May 11, for the purpose
friends and supporters of those died Ttiesd'a.,y morning at her home
Offices Peoples Savings Bank Bldg. of enlisting _former army enlisted
institutions' unselfish and volun- in Girard, Kan.
men in the regular army reserve
tary services. Visitors who attend ' Mrs. Schofield was well known
PHONE 71-Rea 469
it was learned here today.
not as visitors but as. guests leave locally having visited.- her sister
The Pine Bluff nine will meet with a better knowledge of service
on numerous occasions. Both she
.Standing
Rock's outfit Sunday to the sick and have a greater apand her sister have done extensive
afternoon at the Bluff diamond. preciation' of the importance of
singing over the enTaking advantage of a few wild hospitals to the welfare. of the evangelistic
tire south. Besides her sister she
throws by the Bluffers. Standing general community.
is survived by her husband, and
Rock noted-out the East Siders
The Clinic Hospital-, officials said.
last Sunday at Standing Rock.
has been
recently
redecorated. son. Griffin.
d WednesThe funeral was
Pine Bluff took an early lead Friends of the institution: who
th the Rev
by collecting a run in each the contributed so generously, spokes- day at Girard, Kan..
first, third, 'Ind .fitth innings and men said, are especially urged te 'Sam P: Markle of this city officiaAttie Stubblefield
Altie Stubblefield. 18, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Stubblefield, received four years high
school training at New Concord
High.
She was Chosen salutatorian for
the clue of 1939. •
She has taken part in Use following activities: Scholastic contest in Algebra I. '36; public discussion. '38; debating '38, and
entered extemporaneous speaking
in '39. She was also in the following Plays: "Short Thirty-Six,"
'36; "Which Shall He Marry?", '38,
and ''Where's Grandma?", '39.

Nedra Alexander
Nedra Alexander, age 19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Obe Alexander
of near Cherry. She entered New
Concord
High School in
1935.
When a freshman she entered in
the interscholastic contests and
won second place. She was a
member of the mixed chorus in '35,
'38. She was president of the
Junior class. She is valedictorian.

,

Subjects: *a. en. "Little Foxes";
p. m. "The Man Who Was Born
Twice."
Church School every Sunday at
9:30, with classes for all ages, under
the direction of faithful officers
and teachers. Separate room is
providltd for each class.
Training Union meets every Sunday at the usual hour, with an unusual program, one that has been
arranged .by the leaders of the

Training work in all the Baptist
churches in the South. Faithful officers, sponsors and helpers direct
the work of the Training of all our
members for better and larger
work in our church, community,
association, state, the South and the
world.
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at the usual hour.
Dr. Black, the newly elected executive secretary of missions will
be present and speak. This will be
the first appearance of this splendid leader in our church, we urge
our members and Baptists of all

this section. especiallz those of
Blood River Association_ to hear this
our dear capable brother whom
the Baptists of the state have advanced to the responsible place of
leader.
A brief but important study of
the.lesson for next Sunday immediately follows the mid-week service.
The church extends a most cordial invitation to every one in Murray and communities to worship
with us whenever possible. A hearty
happy welcome awaits you.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor.

No Carrying Charges To Pay At Manas'!

SEE THESE AMAZING GIFT
OFFERS

•

Lynn Grove High
To Present Plays

Clinic-Hospital to
Observe May 12

date!

eat rer to a
,lly for
t your
rrange

,OP

Sister of Murray
Woman Is Dead
In Girard, Kansas

4-DIAMOND SET

3-DIAMOND RING

$14.75

$24.75
Large center diamond with
two side diamonds in a solid
yellow gold setting of
unusual beauty!

7-DIAMOND VALUE

$39.75

Diamond engagement ringn .4 3-disagured wedding band.,"",:, perfeetly matched in solid'
, yellow gold mountings!'
a

An exquisite masterpiece. 7
brilliant diamonds set in a
smart design mounting!
A RARE VALUE!
-

Bluff Nine to Meet
Standing Rock Club

qpait IN STYLE!

IN VALUE!

featured on
these smart

SPECMORS
•

BROWN and WHITE
• BLACK and WHITE
a heel height just right for lots
of dashing about... a style so
perfectly tailored you cant re..built-up leather heel! .. .
Guaranteed as advertised
Good Noes( keelong

1

pushed across two in the sixth to
hold the lead until the last of the
ninth when the Rockers nosed into
the lead. Pine Bluff .outepoked the
Tennesseeans - 14-6. , Thompson.
Salyers and Sykes were on the
mound for the Bluff. Lyons and
Lee did hill duty for the winners.
- For Pine Bluff Lyons smashed
out 3 doubles and a single for
5 trips to the plate; L. Bucy connected for 2 singles and '1 double;
J. T. Elkins hit safely twice, and
Salyers held the .1000 mark by
getting two for two.
'Manager Otis Eldridge announees
that season ticket will go on sale
Sunday. Eldridge also. stated that
immediately following the game
Sunday that a junior team will be
organized and any boy wishing to
,414,, -44we
-Pligrilot!'llseisa.
Bluff park directly after the BluffStanding Rock game.

in

pant
121,,„„,„
Paducah, Ky.

WATCH TIME!
TONE SET RING
$ .50

When you give a Sulovo
Watch, you know you are
giving the very best . . .
the gift of a lifetime . .
worthy of this great overst4

come and note the improvement. ting.
Rev. Martin and Mrs. Taylor left
Open house will be ebserved beOkeen the hours of 2:00 and 6:00 here early 'Itesclay morning for
Girard, upon receipt of the word
of her death. '
IN MEMORY OF MOTHER

In memory of my mother who
passed away on January 30, 1939..
Three months have passed since
she left us broken 4earted and
tears drop in our eyes. Your voice.,
your folotsteps, we can hear no
more, but some sweet "day we'll
meet you there.
Sleep on dear mother _
And take thy rest,
We loved Tou dearly
But God loved you best.
He called you to that bright shore
To live with Him ior ever more.
rrraten ty-- Ner a u
Clessie Cochran.
It pays to read our Classifieds

Two County Homes
Are Wired for REA
During Vitst Week
Homes of Clifton Kee and Luther
Parks, farmers of North Lynn
Grove, were wired this Week according to specifications of the
Rural Electrification- Administration. it was revealed today. These
homes were the first in 'Calloway
county to be wired.
Prdgress of the REA unit
'
in this
is,
, held up in nahny inatincm
by Vnappreciative. landdwners
across whose property lines would
have to run, has been more or, lesi,
continuous, project chieftains 4edare, and they hope current' "Will
be turned on in every ,zeintracted,
home in Calloway eteinty within
.90 days.

't it! .Of BUCK with CALL

IS ALWAYS

A tour was made recently in
graves county of clover and rye
fields.
'

Garlic-Parsley an Aid in

BLOOD PRESSURE
NIGH
Medical

CASE & LIGtITE

TRAVELING SET
.25

rcpcirts say that liarbcsl'arslcv en•-

has a double action in tedurang high
bloodareasure. First,it tends to relax tightened
geccud.I t. ebaCkn Or inhibits dcontri
lutcNeci tuts
matter in the birerels,a
*timid
tory canoe of high blend ereesarc. To get
rioneentrated garlic and parsley._ in °dories.
ingteleat form, ask -for ALLIWN: These
tablet.,.used at regular ntervaLA and in rerelieving headache
ducing blood pressure and
and disaineas caused by excessively high mcdour _blood pressure
TQ,
-TtittIrdtmiteor.
arm
riie.raliffft:VFORIWT
-ALLIMIN in for pate by all druincintn.
louse boa, 50o. :Special economy sue, 111.00.
eiir Sale by Turnbow Drug Co.,
Hazel, Ky.
•••trate

'

WAllETS

DRESSER SET59.95

To My Murray Friends
I gm now connected with

•

1."
.
sows•• No
Extra Charges.

00t4y

Mich

MADISON ..
Open A
Charge Account!

the Murray Beauty Shop at
500'Maple Street, and am in
a position to give complete
beauty service. rkespeciallY
enjoy your coming in when
_you need hair styling or
other beauty treatmehts.
Do Come to See Me!

17 iv°

Mrs.'Guy (Scotty,' Dunn

-at-

SHOP
THE MURRAY BEAUTY
81

721

''"eraducatj

Broadway

Phone ,.

4.„

•
"","•• , ,1 shirr-err:.

55.
ereeos-sentorirsoeaeo
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.e - is-e-yeese-miessiesigowes
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e....e.-evanonnenetsialetenen
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MiuTity Training School Rolls Up
57 Points to Win Purchai.
!Event
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COMMENCEMENT

ANY OLD CLOTHES"BOTTLES? DRAMATISTS
WOULD LIKE TO HAVE TM

DS
"Campus Lights" IF youCLASSIFIE
need new tires, See the
Purchase Oil Company
Is Unique Success Jackson
right away for more money for

(Continued from Page IS
Any old clothes, any bottles, Large Audience is Held in Spell your old tires-Trade them. in on
High 'jump - 1st, Alexander. Class night will be Wednesday evea Set of New Firestones or Gilany shoes!
Training School; Hodges. Hickman: ning.
of Beautiful Music During
lette Tires.
lc
The Sock and Buskin Club,
3rd, Jackson, Clinton; 4th. BrinkEnUre Program
The Murray High -School will
a dramatic organization on the
ley. Clinton: Major. Hickman; DatFOR
SALE- Registered
begin its Commencement Week the
Duroc
Murray College campus, wants
son, Hickman. "Five'feet. 4 inches
The second annual presentation pigs; either
sex; Champion blood
to start a costurtie and property
Shot put-let. Hopson, Training week of May 21, and the Murray
of "Campus Lights"-a musical line. See or
write Huron RedOn a fast track and with a School;
department and feels that it can
2nd. Armstrong: Training Training School will hcid its acproduction put on by the Phi Mu den, Murray;
Ky.. Route 2. Mllp
gantle spring breeze blowing to School; 3rd,
do so with the cooperation of Alpha-music fraternity at Marray
Mill, Clinton; 4th. tivities with. the college seniors.
make et alrry_et a perfect day for Spears.
the people of Murray.
Clinton. Thirty-five
State
College-was more . than 8TREAML.1= el= W1ECKE111
, feet,
/reek and field teams', the Murray 1 1-2 inches.
•So if you are house cleaning enough
to fulfill all advance SERVICE. New equipment. 24Training School team. under the
are
to
and
going
throw
away
claims
for
its
merits.
Standing
broad
jump-lst,
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Ma'direction of Coach Clifton Thurany clothes, curtains, ,,rugs, or
Given Monday night to a nearly Service. Charges reasonablp. Day
man, rolled up 57 points here Sat, jors. Hickman: 2nd, Griffin. Clinjust anything of any descrip- full house, the unique musical con- phone 97; Night
ton. 3rd. Hodges. Hickman; 4th.
phone 543-W.
urday.to win the annual ...faction
tion please call Miss Lucille
tinuity featured Danny Querter- Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Purchase Athletic Conference track "Crcen. Hickman. Eight feet, 8 3-4 Junior Class to Present "-Behind
Pollard
have
and
them
picked
mous,
9-year-old
singing prodigy. and Service.
meet held at Murray State Col- inches.
.•
up.
the Headlines" Friday Night
and practically every member of
Mile run-let.' Morris. Clinton.
lege stadiUnt-The
club's
interest
School
is
in
better
In
the
Auditorium
music fraternity.
Low . hurpes-1st. Graham. MurFOR SAL.e.- mct:ormick-Deering
Membs of the entertainment for all and it is . Well-directed and exceptionally wheat
teeth l'ay-.TIlLibing School: 2nd. Griffin.
binder. 7-foot cut. Used two
toppled ovie4-seven-reeoeds -set la
through
last
the
cooperation
of all Iwielt-ataged, the. areduction was a seasons. .Good condition. Jourd
A newspaper story, designed forFtickrnin:
year to make It- an glmost perfect 4th, 'Montgomery, Clinton. Time. dramatization and entitled "Behind
it will be able to give better
masterpiece in lighting.. orchestra- White, Paris, Tenn.
May Ilp
day of the Training- School en- :297 see.
plays.
tion, and in general presentation.
the News," will be presented ia
trants.
Many said it was on a par with FOR RENT-3-room
Relay-lst.
furnished
Training
School, three acts by the juniors of Hazel
the original Campus Lights of last apart. Every thing private. 502
Hickman held 'second honors -iJcnes. Robinson. Dunn. Graham); high ,school ,..eridey night, Spenseir
year, held by several to be the Elm St. Mrs. T. L. Smith. • lp
with 34 2-3 points and Central of 2nd. Hickman: 3rd. Clinton.
L. D. Miller said this morning:
Clinton amassed 22 1-3.
most auspicious entertainment ever
•
...
With Alexander. Training School. „Setting for the play is the ofPoints were 5. 3, 2, 1 for -first, running a brilliant race in the fice of "The Chronicle," a weekly
staged in Murray either profession- FOR EXPERT PIANO TUNING
and repairing call or write Lynn
second, third, and fourth respect- mile event and breaking the tape newspaper tea small town. A story
Here I amarigain after several ally or otherwise.
Bartlow.
MSTC tuner.
Prices
ively.
at 5:26. he and his other two which at times is gripping
weeks'
absence
'due
to the illness
with
reasonable.. Phone 267-3t 113
Gold medals were awarded to tralnmateS were disqualified when drama, the play at the same timo and death of a dear b'rOther.
•
North 14th. St.
Mtp
Everybody is behind in their
first place winners, silver medals one of the Murray team cut out is'distinstly humorous and unusual.
to second place Winners, and .the an opponent with a half-stride inFOR SALE-Young stallion. 3 yrs.
A competent cast enacts the en- work. We are hoping we can,atp.rt
Harry C. Dubia trophy was pre-. stead of a full stride and forcing tire three acts in an efficacious farming this week.
old. Best of stock. Call 55 Murleave the track.
seated to the Training School liii .opament
ray, Ky., or inquire at this ofMrs. Hobson Shrader and daughand professional-like manner. Char-team by Prof Cannon craham in It was a. hard race to lose, but
fice
lc
acters are Elmer Scott, a newcomer' ters have returned home after s, This week's,tobacco
sales, a total
the absence of President James H. It was a bitter lesson in track
few days' visit with relatives in
,
to
town.
Joe
Hudson,
an
old-timer
of 171,745 pounds and bringing $0,- FOR SALE-6-piece dinette suite.
regulations and Members of the
Richmond.
I returnect.-Joe Parker: Sam Barnett. McKenzie, Tenn.
511 59 at an average of $5 54, boost- Mrs. IL If. "Thornton, 50e Poplar;
Cu! Harry C. Dubia. Hie-tartan, team will have .no trouble with the political boss. Frank Cochran;
Mrs. Everett Mason and children ed the season's grand total of dark phozje 100-R.
lc
has 1 ng been a track enthusiast this disqualifying rule agin. . It Petunia Blossom_ a humoorous
news visited in Paris Saturday.
tobacco sold here over loose leaf
and has for the last two years wa.s purely accidental and only the Sniffer,
FOR
RENT-Furnished
or
unfurnJohnny Owens; Tom Dugan.
Lon Shrader, Inez Shrader, Mrs. floors to 3,414.853 pounds which sold
given beautiful trophies in' the overeagerness caused., the foul
ished apartment. See Mrs. C. A.
Seven track records from last an officious ccipstable, William Tommie Shrader and son, Gene, for $227,317.39 at a $6.68 average.
Jackson Purchase meet, Mr. Dube
Bishop, 507 Olive St.
2.14c
Oliver: Jane Cooper. owner 'of the ,Were in Paris Wednesday
year's
meet
were
broken
by
Trainsales
on burn= • Today's
totaled
stated that an was his desire that
12,325
Chronicle, Clarice Allbritten; Huth ness. While there they visited
ing
School
entrants.
year's
Lastthe 'Vatic event become an put.
Mrs. pounds, selling for $75876 at an FOR SALE-fornato Slips, true to
standing affair ofaihis section. and time and distances were as follows Roberts, a friend of Jane, Pauline P. M. Shrader and Mrs. Carol Key. average of $6.16. Safes will continue name. Pontarosa, Break 0' Day,
Grogan: and Mrs. Small.' a busythat a strong distrirt meet be de- 100-yard dash. :11.5; shot put.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Farris spent tomorrow and -Friday, but floors Stone. Oh Heart, Marglobe, June
Icc;dy, Mary -Ida Williamson
Pink', Wins All, all grown in
s-eloped and presented annually feet. 8 inches; 440-yard dash,
Sunday
of last week with his sister, will not be open thereafter.
220-yard low hurdles, :31: high
open. Price. 50c per hundred.
in this area.
Mrs.
Jim
Orr
and
Mr.
Orr.
on
Pur.
By mail, 80c. L. L. Beale, 405
Winners and first place •time Jump. 5- feet, 4 inches; 220-yard
year
Route.
3.
dash. :255.
North Seventh Sttreet, Murray,
were as follows:
•
Miss Connie Lamb was in Paris
Ky.
_ M4p
•110-yard dash-let. Dunn. TrajnMonday.
ing School: 2nd, Graham-. Training
LOST-Sunday, -April 17. brown
.Mrs. Ruby Yates has returned to
School; 3rd- MajOrs. Hickman! 4th.
BpchyLee. 82, Hico farmer who her home in Louisville after aiew ' John S. Gardner, University of tick birddog:' blichr- 1 year old.
Datson Hickman. Time. :11:
•
Seven divorces were granted in died suddenly at his home Thurs- _days visit with "Asters, Mrs. Lewis Kentucky expert on vegetables. New leather collar with no name
10-yard _ dash-Dunn„. Training
on
it.
Reward! See 0. B.
School: 2nd. Graham. • Training the term of Calloway county cir- day. Was buried Saturday in the Cosby. and Misses Connie and will conduct a short clinic for
_ _
rcial tomato growers and _Boone.
He was a Beulah LambSahoolaard, -Majora-.14relernare -4th.,- ewe court -just closed. it was made Palestine .-cemetery.
Mrs. Homer Parris and .Miss Le- other vegetables of commercial at- FOR RENT - Two doWn-stairs
known
Byrd, Cltzatcn. time. :7.
today through ---c ourt member of the Palestine Methodist
church.
ona Farris were Saturday after- traction in the office of County rooms, private front and back en'220-yard dash-Robinson. Tratn- records.
ins School: 2nd. Majors. Hickman;
Receiving divorces -.were Etna
"Uncle Buck" as he was called noon guests of Mrs. Hubert Orr Agent J. T. Cochran at 1:30 this trance. 302 South 6th St. L. E.
day afternoon.
3rd. Jones. Training School; 4th, Simpson Willoughby and Curtis by both Young and old will be and daughters.
Ip
Recently, a group of farmers in Hughes.
Boyd. TramingaSchoot Time, :24.7. Willoughby:-Ophie Paschall and G. missed by the entire community;
Mrs. Tommie Shrlder and Master
440-yard
dash-lst. Robinson, P.'Paschall; Rea Duncan and An- especially at the church services Gene Shrader are visiting rela- tint county pledged their support MYERS STUDIO-Open for busiTraining
School: 2nd, Forger, drew Duncan; Vavie • Christine And the school children are going tives in McKenzie, Tenn. Enroute toward the inauguration of toma- ness in ney location over LassiHickman; 3rd, Hoed. Training .Hoffman Finney and Garvin Fin- to miss Uncle Buck as he was home, they will- visit Mrs. P. M. toes as a _money crop in this sec- ter-Ragsdale Furniture Store, west
tion.
side court square. '
School, 4th. Hobton. Training ney; Gracie Scott and Monroe always present at the openings Shrader in Paris.
lp
Cochran
said
today
several
School. Time. :57 02,
Seettta LucilleAedrut Ripley and and ever ready to breathe a word
LeRoy Kuykendall is seriously, ill farmers from
this county at- FOR RENT-1 room, front enRunning broad jump-lit. Hodge, William Edwih Ripley: Sonia Pivar of prayer. •
at his home on this route.
tended a meeting of fruit growers trance. Convenient to bath. See
Hicykanan. 2nd. Dunn. Training Jennings and Charles Jennings.
He served at times as the janitor
Luther Fan-is was in Puryear Fri- on the farm of H. E. Beyer
Eugene Tarry, Jr., 104 S. 12th
today.
Sett-eel; 3rd. Graffin. Clinton:
of Palestine Church.
daySt.
ip
Majors, Hickman. Seventeen feet. Youthful BYPU Class Enjoys Picnic
"Uncle Buck" had been ailing • Mr. and Mrs.
Alsle Cooper vis4 1-4 inches.
The Junior BYPU of the First for several weeks with heart ited in Paris
FOR SALE-Brand new 1938 GenBaptist church enjoyed a picnic trouble, but was up ...able to be
eral Electric range. Will sell at
L. W. Cosby ,transaCted business
Paris bridge Tuesday afternoon. about the place and had walked In Paris Saturday.
reduced price. See it today at
Those present were: Mary Jane out in the field the morning he
The following patients were ad
R. H. Vandevelde & Co., N. 5th St
Inez Shrader spent Sunday with
We Pay Highest Market -Dunn. Minnie Lee
mined during the last week:
Churchill, Caro- died. He had only been in the Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Shrader
tf.
Prices For
house.
a
few
minutes
when
the
W. M. Caudill, Murray, Marberry
lyn Futrell. Sara Outland. Mary
Mrs. Bertha Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
for
WOOD
BARN
end
sale.
Harcame.
See
EGGS, POULTRY,
Rudolph, Anoeva Blalock, Bobbie
Boston Taylor, Mr. and Mrs Ester gain, Murray, Mrs. M. W. Lyon, ry Jenkins or call 411.
lc
Murray. Thomas Whitfield, MurMcKee. Julih Ann Hart, Birdie • -Uncle Buck" leaves numerous_ Taylor of Flint. Mich.,
and CREAM
were here
relatives
and friends, but the one
ray,
small
Colson, Billie Jo Caudill. Mary
child
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
FOR RENT-Large upstairs room
Saturday of last week to attend
Wylie Pitman, route 5, Mrs. Noble with closet large enough for stove;
Travis Willard, Fay Nell Ander- who will miss him most is Mrs. the burial of Miss
Lithe Mae Lamb
Gustie Sweeney who has made her
Pogue..
son.,Jerald McMillan, Glen Price
Grove,
Lynn
Mrs. Ida Lan•
Homer Farris and E. A. Moore
home with him since infancy.
caster, Alinna route 1; Jest Sexton,
Willard. Hugh Terry Lynn. Harold
The Revs. J. K. Pafford and Ed- transacted business near Lynn
,
Murray, Thomas Wray, , Murray,
Graves Beaman, Fred Saundera,
gar Farris conducted the funeral Grove Friday.
Charles Workman. Yohn' -Mitt-par
A son was born to Mrs. Penn Mrs. Bert Willis, Buchanan, Mrs
services. The only immediate surEast Maple (Depot) St.
Chesley Farris, Murray, A. G.
James Lynn. Gene Lynn, Billie viving
relative is a sister, Mrs. .1. Guthrie last week.
Lemons. Junior Dunn, Wayne Tune. Beasley. of
Nfr. and Mrs. Tom Langston. Mr. Hughes, Murray.
Marshall county.
1.1111111111.11.111111111111 and their leader. Mrs_ A. L. Bailey.
The following patients were disand Mrs. Coty Taylor. Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Langston and daughters spent missed the last week:
Velma Tyree, Murray, Mrs. Loras
Sunday of last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Avery Madrey and Mrs. J. C. Printz, Murray, James McClain,
12 Phones 9109
Langston. Mrs. Langston was given Murray, Mrs. Ida Lancaster, Almo,
a birthday dinner. She was 82 years Mrs. Chesley Fan-is.
National Hospital Day is Occasion old.
Bob Moore was in Paris Monday.
riser. Guaranteed, 24 lb. bag 4Se
For Big Event Scheduled for
Mrs. Aubra Shrader and sons
May 12 at Mason Hospital
SUGAR. 10 lbs. Pure Cane
_ 46e
visitedMrs. Brady White Saturday.
Coffee, Maxwell House or
th-?Maud
Orr,
Mrs.
Toy
Paschall.
Mason
Hospital officials
andTopmoilt can Foods and Banquet Beef
Canova, lb.
25c
nurSes were • preparing enthusi- Misses Morelli Orr and Edith Pasastically today far the program chall visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack
3c
Community Day, an innovation NEW POTATOES, lb. _
scheduled for a week from tomor- Young, who are the parents of a
Sc
in Murray high school's Commence- JELLO, all flavors, box
row at which Lt. Governor Keen daughter. Sunday.
ment Week activities, will be ob- Corn or Tomatoes. 4 cans
25e
Johnson will be guest of honor
Aubra Shrader was in Puryear
served this year on the local high
and principal speaker.
MACKEREL, 3 cans
25c
Wednesday afternoon.
school campus on Tuesday, May 23,
Room and hall improvements
Toilet Tissue, good quaL, rolls 25e
will be complete for the open " Members of hamemakers clubs Principal Ed Filbeck said today.
CRACKERS, 2 lb. box _.
12c
house .feature of the National In Ohio county this year
made
larw_eitael ,:fat.a.aelehsce.arsia -Airsgsr
ifestly-'8e. gardening. iffehniarRath* Powder,Ruskjer, business manager, said use' of fertilizers and the growing
Large
22c
today he hoped to have the third of "new" vegetables.
REX JELLY. 5 lb. bucket _
37c
24-Phones--25
floor open for inspection by the.
SALAD DRESSING, qt.
23c
program date.
Tree Ripened Extra 'Fancy
Pride of Illinois Corn, No. 2 size 10e
Music' by Murray College and-i
Fla. Oranges, doz. He, 25c, or be
high school bands will feature the
MALT, Dexco or Four Roses,
Seedless Grapefruit, 2 for
Sc
•nterpolative
renditions.
Preci- • re
can..35e
3
for
Jumbo.
10c.
be
Fresh Blackeyed Peas, Limit-it, Cucumbers,
'lent James FL Richmond.. Mayor is
New Texas Sweet Onions, lb. __ be SOAP. 3 large Vars........2k
George
Hart,
Senator
7 0. Turner.
Celery and Strawberries'
10c
New Potatoes, small, 4 lbs.
_ 10i CLOTHES PINS, 3 doz. _
We believe our busiand, (Ohm's will speak. Ice cold
_ 60c
No. 1 size, 3 lbs.
1.0e Sorghum, Extra Good, gal.
orange juice will be served free- ness record is ample
Snowdrift, always fresh. 6 lb.
Webster Fresh Butter Beans,
to all visitors.
proof that our charges
•
bucket, $1.05; 3 lbs.
5k
can
toe
wart fair and acceptable
Rerular size Post Toastles
lk
Eden Joins Army.,
to all income groups.
Giant size: each
Ilk
MEAT DEPARTMENT
LONDON-Anthony Eden,
the Liberty Bell Crackers
For -10- years we
13e
ardecTarlhe country sToming
SAUSAGE.
-fare ,Pork;--2- lbl. 25c
Qt. Jar Mustard
lue
politically./ joinedl the territorial served this community.
25c
Qt. Jar Salad dressing
25c BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
army Friday as Great Britain an- During this time our
12c
Pt. Jar Miracle Whip Dressing 25e PORK BRAINS, lb.
swered Adolf Hitler's speech by circle of friends has in10c
Sweetheart Toilet Soap, 3 bars 17c LIVER. lb.
urgently stimulating its prepared- .creased. Such progress
10c
can be founded only
4 bars
22c D.S. BUTTS, lb.
ness program.
upon fair dealing and
10e Blue Supersads and 1 Mr
SUGAR CURED BUTTS,‘ lb. 12c
satisfactory service.
Octagon Toilet Soap
• 10c OLEO, lb.
lk
lihrperruds, 25c blue box and
VEAL CHOPS, 2 lbs.
35c
lOc box
25c CHEESE, lb.
Sincerely,
_
2Ic
An
Ilk Woodbury Lotion Pfee with
Iot wil.••0.• dlusula• 55
MUTTON. lb. _
10c and 12c
Apaceol.• ocian.Tub.
3 bars aosp 25e
wool. .4••••.or so oboor. ANTACID
The
All Cuts of/K. C. Meats
owl woo el Way Is no
llre Plate or Cup sad Saucer
4•0,so ououloal40001.4
.
Free with 24 lbs. White Ring
ofat•
3401 Oak by
J. H. Churchill
Dressed. Fryers and Hens
Pod.,
Flour made by Omega Mills 75c
Highest
Prices Paid for Eggs
Fine Banquet Beef, Dressed, Fryers, Cold Mats,
sold On a Money Back Guarantee
Oleo. lb.
Funeral Home
be or lac
Fancy Cheese, Country-tlam
•
Country Batter, lb.
1.5c or 25c
PROMPT
DELIVERY
Telephone 7
PROMPTDELIVERY
Dressed Fryers. lb.30e
PHONE 37. I
Murray, Ky.
Your Penslar Drug Store ,
Pork Chops. lb.
s
rac

Thurmanmen Break
7 Records Set in '38
Track Meet

Newspaper Drama
Listed For Hazel

-

Hazel Route I

Tobacco Sales
Are Slo-w; Market
To Close Friday

Seven Divorces Are
Granted This Term

a.

Buck Lee, Rico,
Dies Thursday

private entrance. Near college. IF you neecl new tires, See the..
Jackson Purchase Oil Company
Reasonable. Call at 1308 Main.
right away for more money for
HELM'S CHICKS - LOW SUM- your Ad tires-Trade them in on
MER PRICES-ROCKS, REDS, a Set of New Firestones-9r Gille
WYANDOTTES, Orpingtons. Leg- 'tette TireS.
horns $6.90 hundred, postpaid-pullets SALESMAN WANTED- AVAILMales $3.45, Assorted
$10.40. Officially pullorum tested. amle At Once. Rawleigh Route
Only reliable
Covermnent Approved.
Quick of 800 families.
delivery. Free instructive bulle- men need apply. Cood profits to a
tin. HELM'S HATCHERY, Padu- willing workers. Sales way up
No experience se.
cah, Ky.
M25p this year.
Write
quired.
today. •
RawNOTICE-Saw filing, 2.5c and 35c; leigh's, Dept. kyd-181-z. Freeport,
lp
Plow points sharpened, 20c; Coonfoot harrow -teeth sharpened, 2c
each. Good Gulf Gas, 111c gal. IF you need new tires, See the
Porch swing for sale. S. L. Key, Jackson Purchase Oil Company
money
r more them
1p y
rioguhrt tzal ay
in fool'
1312 W. Main, Murray.
tires-Trade
IF you need new tires. See the a Set of New Firestones or Gil.
,
lc
Jackson Purchase Oil Company tette Tires.
eight away for more -frioney for
your old tires-Trade them in'on 12/' lfslICEDIMINEIDOEID
a Set of New Firestones or Gillette Tires.
*
lc

BOGGESS

LOST-Car keys.
Were on an
Seven tip key ring. Will- finder
please return to Tom Crider at
Superior Laundry. .•
lc
FOR SALE-Six wee/Wig-age Poland China pigs. Big boned. Entitled to registration. See Lester
Wilson at Q. D. Wilson's, New
.
Concord.
1p

MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

FOOD MARKET

1-5c

English Peas, 2 lbs.

15c

New Red Potatoes, No. I, 10 lbs.

30c -

Fresh Red Ripe Tomatoes, lb.

10c

BANANAS,doz.

15c

Topmost Grape Juice, Qt.

33c

Topmost Salad Bressing, Qt.

35c

-Beech Nutillaby Foorni
-

25c

Crisco, 3 lb. can

55c

'Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag

59c

Matches, carton of 6 boxes

19c

2 large 10c Ivory Soap for

15c

Swamis Grocery

The Record
u roof •

DIA-BISM

That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 3 lbs. 35c

DEMEADIPIEMOI
&zezzerraz•z_zrearzaa

DIAMOND
RINGS
$4.95 Up
Lockets and Chain sets, hold.)
two

i

WALLIS DRUG 'j . -

pictures

7

chains, Yellow

'

Nice

long

Gold Filled.

good quality, latest styles.

Sale Prices $2.45, $2.95, $3.75 and Up'.
= -- Others $1.95
Croseandatain Sets$145 and Up ,
Bracelets, Big Selectiotretchy Kinds and Other
Styles-Also Ring and Bracelet and Locket
Sets-All At Sale Prices
Big Selection of Wrist and Pocket Watches. All
Standard Makes-Priced, $2.49 and Up

See Our Big Selections, and Save Money

Parkers
Jewelry Store
JOE T. PARKER,

Community- Day
To be Observed
By High School

Tender Green Beans, 2 lbs.

Phone 441-13th and W. Main

Jewelry Sale
Graduation Gifts

Murray Food
Market

Hospital Awaits
Johnson Speech

15c

We Sell All Kinds of Feed

Gardner to Speak
on Tomato Sales

11111111111111111•111111.111Riat

Fresh Yellow Squash, 2 lbs.

Highest Market Prices Paid
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool

/////.4,//•%/////////e/i /1/////01%

Clinic Hospital Notes

TOLLEY &CARSON

PRODUCE

Mgr.

/1///// ////.99%//////

///// 41/////1/

//0W/

KROGER
The Complete Food Market

-

OUR 57*-BIR144DAY SALE

Listed below are only a few of our hundreds of
Bargains. See our hand bills for hundreds of Additional Bargains.

LiA37;, ANGEL FOOD-CAKE
No. 2 Can
5c
TOMATOES
CBOEERTN
No, 2
25c
or SPINACH 4
COFFEE spotlight- lb. 'Sc 3r-th. bag 3§C
LARD 50u.lbs.S. Inspected,$3.69 Jr) Pounds 23.
Fancy Milk Fed
VEAL ROAST' lb. 15c
RADISHES 5 BUNCHES _ 10c
LEMONS Large 360 size Doz. 15`
No. 1, 10 lbs.
NEW POTATOES
idaho, Pk. 25c 29`
Cans

net, can

Next Sunday Is National GO-TOgiSUNDAY-SCHOOL-Day--May 7

5.

The First Christian Church Invites You to Attend. Their Sunday School Services--9:30 A. M., and -kelp U's Reach Our Goal of 222
..--...
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION TWO
Six Pages

WAIL.
Route
reliable
()fits to •
my up
ce reRaw.

New Series No. 627

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL GALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Claude L. Miller Announces His
Candidacy for Reelection to Clerkship

1p
ee the
'mpany
ley
for
in on..
or Gillc

S .
Pa id
Wool
Feed
dein

0R2

nn a year in t-Wloway
$1.""
Marshall. Graves, Hen-

ry and Stewart Counties.

$1.50 thee ysetaarte eolfseKweisnetruec
a year to any address
$200
"'" other than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 4, 1939

Volume CVII; No.18

the same number of I 'I
Ben Parrish Dies 129 College Students I Prominent Young School Teacher Announces 'and traveled
.Cochrum a 84p
taiN
be
ew In attendinghigh. • .4
Hear Wagnerian Saga1 He Will be Candidate for Circuit Court Clerk school at
at Palestine Home In
Dies in Calloway
I was married 15 years ago. The
St. Louis Theatre

-Claude L Miller, a son of the
Ben Parrish, 78, who died Sunlate Frank A and Nora Thurmond
COLUMBIA, Mo.—Fi-om an orday .at noon at his home near PalMiller, was born and reared on a
estine after a 10 days' illness of chestra seat' in the center section
farm in the Hazel Magisterial District. about three and one-half
complication, was buried Monday at of qt. Louis' American Theatre, 129
miles Southwest - of Murray in
the Palestine cemetery. Funeral Stephens College students heard
services were conducted earlier by Wagner's "Die Walkerie" when it
Calloway County.
He attended
the Revs. Eurte Mathis and Edgar as sung there' April 17. Two charMartin's Chapel
tered buses transported the stugraded school, later entered MurFarris at Palestine cheireh,
ray State College and graduated
Mr. Parrish is survived by two dents from St. Louis, there they
in 1927. He taught in rural and
daughters, Mrs. Elmus Williams and visited the St. Louis museum in
high schools for a number of years,
Mrs. Carlos Elkins, of the county; the afternoon, had dinner at the
Was elected clerk of the Calloway
by two sons, W. E. and G. L. Par- Jefferson Grill, and afterwards
Circuit Court 1933, and entered
rish, of the county; and by two heard Melchoir, Irene Jossner, and
duties of his office January 1,
aistres, Mrs. Henrietta Jones and Marjorie Lawrence sing the famous
1934, which position he now holds
Mrs. Ella Lovett, also of this county. Wagnerian saga.
and has filled with distinction,
Students'from Kentucky who enHe also has four living grandchilbeing one of the most efficient
dren and five great grandchildren. joyed the prrigram were Miss Sara
and accommodating of persons.
Elizabeth Damon. daughter of Mrs.
He married Modelle Hendrick,
Bess Damon, Elkton; Miss Helen
daughter of Carl M. and Maud
Margaret Hire, daughter of Prof.
Enoch Hendrick, of Murray. He
and Mrs. Charles Hire, Murray; and
is .the father of two small'sons
Miss Eloise Foster, daughter of
and with his family now lives on
Six persons in Calloway county L. G. Foster, Louisville.
South Sixth street in Murray.
will plant demonstration plots ref
Mr. Miller is a Master Mason, a
three varieties of white hybrid
member of the Young Business
seed corn through the courtesy of
Men's Club and has ever been
Funk
Brothers Seed
Company,
ready and willing at all times to
CLAUDE L. MILLER
Bloomington, Ill., it was announced
help in any way to forward the
today by the Ross Feed Company
progress of his County.
Approximately
$5,000.000
has
here, sponsor of the plan in this
- -His announcement follows:
been paid to Kentucky farmers
County.
cooperating in the 1938 adjustment
Ts The Voters of Calloway County
It is the idea of the sponsors to
program, and total payments for
There are times in the life of
determine if possible the variety
last year probably will reach nearevery man when he finds it diffiof white hybrid which is best suitly nine million dollars, according
cult to express in words his aped to Western Kentucky. Each
to estimates made at the State
preciation for favors which have
of
the
varieties
given
to
each
perAgricultural Adjustment Adminisbeen shown him. I am at this Quarter-Flnatists In National TourMaking his first race for a county office, subject to the action of
will
son
plant
from
one-third
to
ney Will Come to
tration office at Lexington.
lime in that posIttbri. However I
the voting public of Calloway, Otis Lovins. prominent schoolteacher
one-half acre.
Murray
To date about 150.000 applica- in this vicinity's peblic school system, announces with this issue his
desire, in my humble way to exPersons who will take part in tions
for payment have been re- caedidacy for the office of Circuit Court Clerk.
press to you my appreciation for
the tests are Walter Trevathan,
ceived at the state office, and
A team which claims the title
Mr. Lovins needs` little introduction to residents of this county.
the favor which you bestowed upon
Murray; 011 Tower, Dexter, route
1112,000-have been checked and forme by electing me to the office of of the "best-dressed college team 1; Mason
is known and appreciated by practically every school teacher and
Ross, Murray; Brown
warded
.
to
Washington: Approx- s ent who'hai attended schoel during the last several years, and his
Clerk of the Calloway Circuit in the nation," Culver-Stockton Ross, Kirersey;' J.
D. Purdom,
ily is well-known.
Court.- --From. the .depths of my
liege.- of Canton. Mo.. -will Ploy Mutrey; and 'Clarence'. Vellfiniel, imately 162.000 applications are
expected-from the 120 counties in
Born and raised in this county, he is the - son of E. W. Lovins of
heart I appreciated the honor Murray's Thoroughbred cagers here Dexter, route 1.
Kentucky._
cord. A graduate of Hardin High School, be also attended Murray
which you have heretofore be- December 6, Coach Carlisle Cutchin
In addition to the benefit pay- State College. Whas taught school at Waters, Macedonia. McCuiston,
stowed upon me by eleeting me announced Thursday morning.
ments for last year, 2.302 cotton and Concord forliertng of varying length.
your clerk. It has been my utCulver-Stockton went into the
growers in eight Kentucky counClean in character, moral of outlook, intelligent and broad-minded,
most desire to conduct myself in quarter-finals of the National Inties have received $1.09.454111 cot- he has cared fqr his duties thusfar diligently and worthily. His own
the last six years in such a man- tercollegiate during the past seaThose visiting in the home of
expression and message of interest to the voters follows:
ner as to show each of you how son, and proved to be one of the Mr. and ,Mrs. Wade Brisedine Sun- ton price adjustment payments.
For
this year. approximately
much I have really, appreciated most colorful teams there. ,
day were Mr. and Mrs. Preston
200,000 Kentucky farmers will be To the Voters of Calloway County
this favor.
This marked another step made Taylor, Mrs. Anna Morris, Mrs.
dren many of the material things
eligible for payments, it was estiIt is humeri to err, and I realize by Coach Cutchin in trying
After consulting with various of this life, but they attempted to
to ar- Ada Richerson, and Mrs. Walls mated at the state office. Paythat all will at times make mis- range an attractive
friends over the county I have bring us up in a moral and reschedule for Taylor.
ments for burley tobacco have
takes; but such mistakes as I have both
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Like were
decided to throw my hat in the ligious way. They also- labored
team and fans for next seaincreased
been
from
a
half
of
made have been of the mind
0 candidate for the office and sacrificed that we might get
son. He already has Vanderbilt, Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and cent a pound last year 'to eight- ring as .
rather than of the heart.
of Circuit Court Clerk.
a fair education. While in the
Western, Morehead, Middle Ten- Mrs. Charles Sweatt.
tenths
of
pcund
a
cent
on
a
the
_-liksepuilifications for this office
Herbert Ostiron spent Saturday,
I WM not try to mislead you by grades I walked five miles deify
nessee;- Conway, Ark., Teachers,
yield
normal
acreage
on
the
allotare: 1. Degree from Murray State
Tennessee Tech, Delta State, and night' with his sister, Mrs. Clifton. ment this year. Dark tobacco pay- saying: "Elect me because of the in going to and from McCuiston
College; 2. four years experience
Robinson,'Mr. Robinson, and baby
Missouri.
Southeast
ments have been reduced from longing in my heart to be of ser- school. I used the same method
as a teacher; 3. six years of exSunday. Other visitors were Mr.
vice to my county." The Bible
11,4 cents a pound to 1.1 cents
perience as Clark of the Circuit
and Mrs. Leslie Kirkland.
"says, "An honest confession is good
pound.
Court. This training and experiMr. and Mrs. Peyton Nance and
for, the sou." and there is consoence particularly qualify me for
children, Sue and James Thomas.'
latien in the thought, "Charity
the duties of this office and will
begins at home.":Therefore I will
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hamp Curd Iva Nell and Olga Carlisle and Laenable me to serve you as well as
verne Like visited Mr. and Mrs.
say I want. this office In order
any ( ne - who may aspire for this visited in the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Osbron and family Sunday
that I may pay those whom I owe
Henry Morris Saturday nigfre
position.
afternoon.
and provide for a wife and two
Iva Nelle and. Olga Carlisle spent
For a young man to ask for enMacon Blankenship, 9-year-old children, as well as be of service
Spring is here again with its
dorsement is only asking for that Sunday with Sue Nance.
sunshine and rain.
son of the Rev. H.'P. Blankenship. to my county.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Payton
Nance
and
which is democratic, provided that
Anna Marie Travis spent last pastor of the Alma Methodist cirI mast confess / ccme to you
,
11b-ung man has served well. Be- children. Iva Nelle and Olga Carl- week with the Reverend Mr. and cuit, will retain his vision in his
without script or purse. If the
isle,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mc- Mrs. Barefield of'
lieving that I haVe served you well
near' Paducah. right eye, doctors said after exam- price of the office must be paid
as your clerk, your endorsement Croy a while Sunday afternoon.
Lloyd Wilson preached at Spring ining the member.
for in terms of money I cannot
The junior class of Buchanan Creek Sunday.
at the polls in August woOld be a
Young Blankenship was cqtting quality ler the Ogee.
reward fer what apPiears to me to high school entertained the seniors
a
string
with
in
two
his pocket
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holland and
As to my heritage, I am the son
be justly due.
with a picnic at Dover, Tenn.. t family have moved to Dr. Hous- knife last week, with the motion
of Edward Lovins and Virginia McTherefore, if you will go to the Thursday,. April 27. Everybody had ton's place near Spring Creek.
toward his face, when the sharp
Clure. I am thirty-seven years
polls on August 5, 1939, and re- a nice time. Guess the seniors will
Mrs. Eaton Armstrong is im- blade plunged into his eye.
old. I was born in a log house loelect me to the office of Circuit miss all of those good times next proved at this writing.
cated in the hills two and one half
Court Clerk, I promise to serve year.
,
Troy Butler and family spent
Demand for yellow hybrid seed miles north of Concord.
eou another term to the best of
Maxine Hutson has been on the Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Louis
corn has exceeded the supply in
My parents were not financially
my ability.
sick list.
Butler.
Montgomery county.
!equipped to ,give their five chilCLAUDE L. MILLER
Mr. and Mrs. Sims Garner and
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Edwards and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Raymond family visited Raymon Perry and
It pays to read our Clansifteda
Hinson Sunday afternoon.
.
family Sunday.

Asks Endorsement

Countians to Test
White Hybrid Corn

Kentucky Farmers
to Get 9 Millions

CAGERS WILL PLAY
CULVER-STOCKTON

Pick Up New

same year I went to the bat as a
school teacher, a college student Prominent Lynn Grove Resident
and part-time farmer. I have conSuccumbs Saturday
tinued to work algong these lines,
Morning *
teaching school in New Concord
--and surrounding districts.
J.• L. Cochrum, 84. prominent
In entering this little conflict Lynn Grove,citizen who died Satwhich is tq, be determined by the urday morning after an illness of
ballot method, I am brought,felee some length, was buried Sunday
to face with a staunch friend, one at the Young cemetery. Eld. Ruswho at 'one time was a class mate sell Scott conducted funeral servorinine.. I realize I am standing ices at the Williams' Chapel church.
toe to toe with a strong man. He
Father of 22 children, the mais the champion of six faithful
jority of whom are living. Mr.
years of efficient service as clerk.
I regard him as a fair scrapper, a Cochrum had been a resident of
fighter who would not attempt to the Lynn Grove community pracdeliver a foul blow and as a gen- tically all his life. Not a church
tleman in every respect. If a man member, he yet was a decided innow-a-days should be endorsed for fluence on the moral character of
this office, I know of no one the community.
more worthy of being so honored
His wife died exaCtly eight
than., my able opponent.
months before he did—on August
I will admit that In some in- 29, of 'this year.
stances during the 'past -men have
Surviving relatives are 16 living
_held this office 1...r 12 years. But children, Clarence Cochrum, of
Speaking in terms of pase.ecu,s- California; .Charlie, Terrell, and
toms. 'not very many years ago a Burie, of the county; Mrs. Naomi
factory hand got six or ii some Schwumm, Chicago: Mrs. Laura
cases seven days a week. Now Waters, Mrs.
Mary Shultz, and Mrs.
do Well to get "hour. Each Ruth Kelso. of this
county; Misses
er raised from three to, five
Iva • and Reba Cochrum, of the
of tobacco and sold it. Now
county. Bauzie Cochrum. Mrs. Ethel
raises two and we have an
Smith. Mrs. Velma Black. • Cody
overproduction. A person who had
Cochrum. Miss Edith Cochrum, and
little above an eighth grade education taught school and was paid Hubert 0. Cochrum, .all of the
county,
$80, per month. Now provided he
has a college degree, he gets $.75
for teaching the, same grades the
same length cf time in the same
school. ,We have more people. We
have fewer jobs. We have more
requirements. Why not limit each
person toe one' 6-yeeare-ternr-aeAn old hermq4 singing, one of
circuit court clerk.
I' do not mean to be discourteous several which, have been held on
by asserting that we are not cen- various weekends over the county
tury plants, I hope I am not rude under the direction of John Key,
by saying we are just human be- will be held this Sunday at the
ings with an allotted span of three Oale, Grove church at 2 o'clock,
'score and ten years in whieh to persons from that community have
prepare for life, to live it and announced. All quartets in the area, song
build a nest egg for old age. If
we elect any' certain one_totei..coun- leaders. and others have eselecial
ty office for a period ciY42 years, invitationes to attend the convenfew others regardless'of' incline- tion, it was said.
tiens, ambitions, character, talent
or education, have little chance to
nuacty Ancsitions suitable
serve in that capacity.. Besides the for large, lime-grinding
operations
goodly number of grade schools in have,,. been opened up
in Barren
(See OTIS LOVINS, Page 6)
county.
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Harmony Singin to
Be Held on Su4ay
at Oak Grove Church

Scattered News
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Saved, Say Doctors
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Newtold.Wall Frigidaire
WITH THE METER-MISER
World's First "Cold-Wall" Refrigerator!

Frigidaire
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Ink Os As Ink* Nins Haden
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Now.Foil THE MIST TIME
1. THE NEW DEW FRES14--.
SEAL"-A SOLID GLASS
PARTITION-DIVIDES ThE
CABINET INTO 2 COM-

BRAND NEW
1939 MODEL

Priced at 010

_

5,49. 75

1

arid
2. THE LOWE2COMPARTMENT 15 REFRIGERATED
DIRECTLY THROUGH THE
WALLS BY CONCEALED
REFRIGERATING

A.

FRIGIDAIRE HAS IT!

COME IN —SEIE_A DEMONSTRATION NOW AT

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
South Side Court Square—Phone 56

_

Styled for smart comfort!
You're in a position to look
your smartest all summer
lonF. You can wear a pair
of smart WHITE shoes from
t Adams Choose from our
complete selection of all
styles 'prirest, withia your
means.

PARTMENTS.

•This provides all 3 essentials for
keeping foods virally fresh longer them
ever before-1. Uniform Low Temperatures. 2. High Humidity. 3. No
Moisture-Robbing Air Circulation. All withhunt Tomes
Low As
out adding a single moving part! AND ONLY
Rae a Day

THE SHOES FOR YOU!

S E

254

4

Big, roomy, full 6 cu.ft. size. Gives
you the Some Simplest Refrigerating
Mechanism- the Sane World -famous Meter -Miser-the Saw OnePiece Steel Construction-the SOW
General Motors 5-Yea5 Protection
Plan as ihigidaire's models costing
low
up so $100 more! So, at this
price, why even consider inferior
Frigidaire
getimiss
makes? Get the
you've always wanted-et the new
low price. See it today.

$1.98 to $6

11

Ay SHERWIN.WILLIAMS PAINT

HEADQUARTERS

Murray's Style Center

MURRAY PAINT & WALL
PAPER COMPANY

_ADAMS
BROWNsw SHOE STORE

5
.

Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store In Calloway County

West Side Square

North Fourth:Street

Phone 323
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Mrs. Bob Mathis spent Thursday
Pogue by' J. L. Story and wife,
in B.enton.
book
M. E. Story. shown in deed
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie nrown and
U. page 372.
son, Aryls, of St. Louis,- spent two
showers
Also another tract described as
We are having April
air
an
the
Hello folks, we are
weeks with friends and relatives.
follows: A certain piece of land
and trees are beginning to leale
once more.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayman Young Of
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Joyce and
county, Kentucky,
in Calloway
out. Of course trees don't bud out
d
week-en
the..
The weather is fine and farmers Union City spent
selected as one ue OR. schoolboy as early in the northland as
daughter, Mary Jane, of Benton,
Lai Alice Culver
knewn as a triangular Piece of
Snd
Paschall
•
Calloway Omsk Court
cotton. with Mrs. Rebecca
spent the week-end with Mr. and
39
they d.- in Kentucky.
laud lying north of M. T. Pogues are now planting forts and
_Lu Alice 'Culver, daughter of Pairulmen in '
L. L. Dunn. Administrator of the
Aaron Puckett
Mrs, Bob Mathis.
Tobaeco plants aro not so good family.
We ar.. sorry Id hear of Miss
land and south of the Boydsville
Mr and Mrs .1. C' Culver..eniered1
Estate of Omar Wells, Deceased.
Paschall and Mrs
PiiClItx. suu- ut MrL42146 ErLUOLCZbOV•ifr Ma,
PartrU leaving Highland
--• public road: commencing threetnl ;here:- --Leta of thor---faraters are - Mrs_ _Rebecca
high school at Alrno in Jantiary.1 A5r'‘411
so well at and Mrs...,Joe Ernsterberger visited
Dexter. spent Park. Miss Parks and 0. B. Far- And Ruby McNeely Wells.
poles east of the south east cor- not even going to have a crop Nannie Paschall aren't
1906. attended her sitihomore and Mrs. 0 Ao-Pockell
Plaintiffo.
suffering
school
are
high
of
fornoyears
'Both
his entire
to be Married at an
Oewis Ernsterberger in the veterner of the south west snowier of time year. -We hope • what there is this writing.
ds 41,:.Beicilauci, arid re-,
,
1tlar, Year
1
.:411
Vs. - Judgment-Aline; having-()MAW-fir-the fall early date and will make their
Section 9. T. I. R. 3 East; run- grown will bring a peter -mice with their -bereft.
an's hospital at Outwood.
turned to'OOlmo in August 1938 to at
ON
AMENDED
of 1935.
Their many
home in Murray.
Leroy Kuykendall is still in
ning north nineteen (19) pcles to next season than the one lost comMrs. Mathemy of Tennessee is
catnplete her high school career.
and
Wells,
Fredna
Wells,
Keys
high
-his
His activities during
friends wish- for them the best of
serious ecarclition7-We hope for visiting near Brewers with her
the center of said road; thence pleted.
She finished her entire high school
Hospital,
Clinic
Keys-Houstens
fellsws:
The
school career were as
.
happiness,
south west with said road twentyThere is no Sickness to_ report him a speedy recovery
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Boss
work in three and one-half years
Defendants
softball. '35-'38: basketball. '36239;
Tellus Fitts hurt his foot last
nine (29) poles to said Vogue's at this time except Mrs. Jeff MasMrs. Wayman Yourig, Mrs., Fred Theatt.
Court that the
the
Lu Alice intends to enter Mur- member of FFA Chapter. treasulor
by
(Adjudged
now
is
he
working;
,said
east
With
line;
while
thence
north
week
Mrs.
sey. who remains very ill in a hos- Odd, Mrs. Rebecca Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hunt of Pa
ray State College next fall to begin of sophomore class. vice-president
creditors: Keys-Houston Clinic tins\le crutches. No. trucking for Telllips twenty-five 4115) poles to the pital.
Loris Nance, Misses Wilma Pas- ducah spent Sunday with Mr. an.
wurk op a, pre-nursing course.
pital. L. D. Hale. and A. B. Beale
of turticir class. °Here Comes Char- useior a while:
two
hundred
containing
beginning,
Miss Velma McCage Is back chall, Pauline Paschall, and Mil- Mrs. Charley Jackson.
& S_n. and the heirs, Keye Wells
Her many _activities haVe been lie." '37: "The Great Delusion."
Sandy Keys Outland and Trethirty-eight (2.381 rUts. And being
Saturday afterMiss - Hazel Andrus of Paduraii
as' fellows: Member Art club, '36, '38: "Anything Can Happen,- '38; men McDermott have established and Fredna Wells. are entitled te the same lend conveyed to M. T. home (rem Memphis, Tenn., where- dred Nance were
of Mt. and Mrs. spent the week-end at home.
'37: Glee club. '36. 17. '38: Debate -pops 'Boesoos• •39. 'Mammy's a picture:: -business •cf their own in the relief sought in said Amended Pogue by William Sims as Mown she has 'beers employed as an ope- noon visitors
and family.
Mrs. Arnold Sills visited her
club. '36-'38: softball. -31-'39: -The'l LiT Wild Wow." '39: and risember Highland Park.- Here's wishing Petition, and that'the equity of by deed book 11. page 373 in,Cal- rator in a beauty parlor. We are Commodore Orr
have her back again.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Daniell visit- daughter who was seriously ill in
all glad
redemption be. sold. It is further
Darktown Strutter's Ball." '36: '''of the No Name society, -36.-37. ,
ofsuecess
Clerk's
Court
County
them
loway
and
Cook'
Clay
Mrs
and
Darnell
, viroma
"
adjudged and decreed that the
Lowell Steele and family visited ed Mr.
Cape Girardeau. Mo.
minstrel show. '37: "Cheerio. My
. Miss Virginia Spann is '01anning
fice. .
Miss Dona Paschall Saturday night.
Deario." '38:' "Mammv's LW Wild
Virginia 'Darnell, daughter of on spending he 4th of July in creditors have judgment against
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cleaver of
pur- Airs. Steele's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
For
the
price
•the
purchase
spent
Pury-ear
of
Orr
Mrs. Essie
the'plaintiff herein its -the amounts
Stubblelield, over the we,z1tRose" '39: sand presideht of senior Mr and Mrs. A. L. Daniell'of Kentucky.
Paducah were Sunday guests of
chaser must execute bond -with E. k.
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Will Cleaver,
Insofar as L. D. Hale and A. B.
end.
class. She repretented' her school Shiloh. completed her entire four
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Futrell
legal
bearing
approved
securities,
Leroy Kuykendall.
in the oratorical declamation con- years at Alm°. her major interest and their son. Jimmie, spent last Beale & Son are concerned, and interest from the day of sale unMrs. Fred Pritchett is yisiting
William Kirnbro has a new
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Orr and
•
that said Keys-Houston Clinic Hostest in '38. and received a medal. being English.
ireek-end' in and around 'Murray
paid, and having the force and wagon. He says he will neither family visited Mr. and Mrs. Mar- her mother in Buena Vista, Tenn.
til
of
in
sum
public
the
have
judgment
in
the
pital
for
first
placed
activities
she
- Her various
In '39
Garvin Cleaver is.Vialting in Pavisiting friends and relatives. Mr.
effect of a judgment. Bidden will lend or borrow now.
vin Page Sunday,
dincussion in the county, the dis- four years included: -Glee Club, Futrell drove a' new 1939 Find Eleven Hundred Three and 80- 100 be prepared to comply promptly
iiL
Otis Lovins left his picture with
and ducah thisat
son
and
Spann
Buie
Mrs_
district
dollars.)
the
(1103.801
'37-18.
trict, and represented
'35 '36. '38:' Aces Societe
,a2iPtison of
Calvin'
with these terms.-(lecrge S. Hart, us and•we think it will look good Mrs. Joe Hopper visited Mr and
and re.ade the trip to Paducah ins
a
and
Lexington.
cf
judgment
of
By
virtue
softball. 15O39; vice-president
atthe- state contest in
in the Circuit Clerk's office.
I.ucy
Brookport are
Master Commissionee,
1-0 hours.
day
one
Kuykendall
One
Mrs.
Coof
Calloway
the
sale
osder.of
sophomore Class. '36-17: -There's
Johnny Gus Walsion
Miss Euple'Parets has returned
•
Miller, their graildrnolles,
Herbert .Pud) Farris is anxiousJack.
--Happy
week.
last
at
the April
en* Court. rendered
a Man in The House," '36:- "Blue
Toone after spending a few weeks
Word has been irebarkere that
Johnny Gus Walston is another Ribbon Isle." '397; -Bashful Bobby." ly waiting for a visit -to his borne term thereof. 1939. in the above
Hitler Speaks
_
with his sister,obirs. Toy Lamb,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Via‘gis are
who has spent his eatire four years 38: and "Mammy's Lir Wild Rose." plaoe in the near future.
the purpose of payment
for
-cause
Hitler
BERLIN-Ad:Of
Friday,
lost
its
team
ball
Pine
Bluff
The
- Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hialts and
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district and a trip to Lexington to is both unique and important to t
enter in the State. Banking ora- warrant a visit from Life.
tion '38, '39, member of debating
Trimble is Mentioned
team '38, '39, of the mixed chorHARDIN—Tom Trimble, captain'
represented
Preston
us '37, '39.
of the 1099 Hardin Blue Eagles,
Lynn Grove dyring her entire our school in the district scholar- received honorable mention for a '
agriculi days. She took part ship contest entering in
hih sghool,
berth on the all-Kentucky high
in the following activities: 3-act ture '36, and American history '38, school basketball team, selected by
plays—"Mama's Baby Boy" '38 and '39. He plans to enter Murray Earl Ruby and a board including
:Iptro•ducing Susan", '39; operettas State College this fall.
district and regional tournament
Howard Rogers
—"Here Comes Arabella" '36; a
fr
referepa, Jog.J tfle .CalYext. CitV '
Howard_ Rogers, son of Mr. and'
member of mixed chorus '39. She
received honorable Mention.
•
has been a member of the 4-H Mrs. Carman Rogers of Murray.
club for four years. Ruth Agnes route I. has attended all four
Methodists to Reunite
plans to enter Murray State Col- Years at Lynn Grove high school.
KANSAS CITY — Reunion of
He has taken part in The followlege and study home economics.
ing activities: 3-act plays—"Intro- American Methodism, divided for
Covela Broach
Covela Broach, daughter of Mr. ducing Susan" '39. Howard has nearly a century, approached -its
and Mrs. Wesley Broach, of Mur- been a member of the FFA club culmination this week in the openray, route 1, has spent her four for four years. He intends to ing of the Uniting Conference:
Split over the slavery question,
years of high school days at Lynn enter a business college this fall.
In 1844 the two major branches!
Earl Scherfflus
Grove.. She has taken part in the
following aetivities: 3-act plays—A Earl Scherffius, son of Mr. and have continued apart until in April,'
"Mama's Baby Boy" '38 and "Ana- Mrs. Tatty Scherffius, Lynn Grove, 1938, the General Conference of the t
nias Bill" '32. She has been a attended n11 four years of 'high Methodist Episcopal Church, South,1
member of the mixed chorus in school at Lynn Grove. He took meeting in Birmingham,' Ala., cast I
'37. '38, '39 and Pep Club, '38, '39 part in the following activities: the final vote necessary to call the I
Covela plans to enter a business 3-act plays—"Mama's Baby Boy" present Conference for unification.
'38 and "Introducing Susan" '39. Northern Methodists had completed
college.
He has been a member of the FFA their approval two years earlier;
•
Edith Cochrum
Edith Cochrum, daughter of J. club for four years and represent- into this union comes also a =tenet'
L. Cochrum, of Lynn Grove, has ed our school with several other body. the Methodist Protestant I
spent her school days at Lynn students in cattle judging at Church, which broke from the parGrove high school, She has taken Louisville. Earl was a member of ent body in 1828 when an effort
part in the,following activities: 3- the basketball team in '29. He to inaugurate lay representation inact plays: ''Stae Winding Road" plans to enter Murray State - Col- to the councils of the church was
'37, "Cheerio My Deario" '37, lege 'this fall.
defeated.
Vester Todd
"Mama's Baby Boy" '38. OperetThese three branches of AmeriTodd,
A.
C.
ta: "Show
Boat Minstrel" '37.
Vester Todd, son of
can Methodism van' constitute the
attended
Edith plans to take a course of Lynn Grove, route 1, has
largest Protestant body in the
nursing.
his four years of high school at
Unitea States, when the declaraLynn Grove. He took part in the
Ruth Elisabeth Cole
tion of union is officially proRath Elizabeth cote, daughter following activities: 3-act plays: nounced here in the Municipal
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cole, of "Introducing Susan" '39. He has Auditorium on Friday. May 12. It
Harris Grove, has spent her entire been a 'member of the FFA club is expected that the conference will
four years at Lynn Grove high for four years and the basketball
.continue beyond that time in its
school. She has taken part in the team in '39 and '39. Vester plans
legislative capacity, enacting proCollege
State
Murray
enter
to
following activities: 3-act plays:
vsions for a unified control of its
.
"Truth Takes a Holiday" '38, "The this fall.
missionary, educational, publishing,
0111e Hail
Winding Road" '37, "Mama's Baby
011ie Hall, son, Of Mr. and Mrs. and administrative activities.
Boy" 38 and "Ananias Bill" '39.
Operetta—"Show Boat Minstrel." R. D. Hall of Hazel, route 1, has
Talkies In Vermont
She represented our school in the attended school at Lynn Grove for
WASHINGTON — Lowell, Verdistrict scholarship contest enter- four years. Ha has taken part in
activities: 3-act mont, will have sound pictures for
following
ing in General Science '38, '39. the
Ruth plans to take a course of plays—"Truth Takes a Holiday" the first time Saturday. That is
'36 and "Introducing Susan" '39. Washington news because it marks
nursing.
He has been eery active in sports the start of the first rural electriRalph B. Crouch
being a member of the softball fication project in Vermont and the
Ralph Boyett Crouch, son of Mr.
and basketball team second in all New England. It will
and Mrs. F. B. Crouch of Lynn team in '35
Allie has been a mean that farms and barns that
Glove, aim been a student of Lynn '37, '38, '39.
FFA-club for tour have been—using kerosene lainps
drove during his four years of member of the
undecided on will now have mazdas.
high school. He took part in the years. He is, very
do after- graduation:
following activities: 3-act plays—. what he will
Alvls Edward Jones
Zane Grey Films Bears
"The Winding Road" '37, "Mama's
Alvis Edward Jones, son of Mrs,
BRISBANE, Queensland — Color
Baby „aloy" '38, land "IntroducGrove, has
Lynn
of
A.
Jones
T.
ing Susan" '39.
films of Australia's native bear.
He represented
years at Lynn
his school in' the speaking inter- spent his entire four
the koala, were taken by Zane
taken
has
school.
He
high
scholastic contest in Public Discus- Grove
Grey, the American author, when
aetavittes:
3following
in
the
sion '39.- A member of the debat- part
he passed through Brisbane on his
Road"
Winding
ing team '38, '39. He also entered act plays—"The
way to the Great Barrier Reef,
in the district scholarship contest '37, "Mama's Baby Boy" '38 and Queensland. Mr. Grey's camerain algebra '36,.'37, geometry '38 and "Ananias Bill" '39. He was on the men used a special color processrepresenting
general scholarship '39. Ralph has cattle judging team,
_whieh they said was available only
been a member of the ,4-H club our school at Louisville. Alvis has. 15 days before they left the United
4-H
club
the
member
of
a
been
for four years and FFA Club and
States,
.e30
played on the basketball team '39. '35, '30, '37 and of FFA '36, '37,
Murray
enter
plans
to
He
'38,
'39.
He plans to enter Murray State
Fliers Forced Down
liege and study mathematics this State College this fail.
NEW YORK—Two Russian fliers
Charles Caldwell
fall.
Charles Caldwell, son of W. C. attempting a non-stop flight-from .
Preston Cotham
_
New York made a
Preston Cotham, son of Mr. and Caldwell, Lynn Grove, has spent Moscow ,te
forced lading, in the Gulf of St,
Mrs. B. B. Catham of Brown's his entire four years at Lynn.
'Lawrence river Friday night. it
Grove, has spent his entire four Grove high school. He has taken
was announced at Floyd Bennett
years at Lynn Grove high school. part/ in the following activities: 3Field by Constantine Atimansky,
Be- took part in_the fololwing ac- act plays—"The-.Winding Road" '37,
Russian charge d'affaires at Washtivities: 3-act plays—"Mama's Baby and "Introducing Susan" '39. He
ington.
Boy" '38 and "Ananias Bill" '39. has been a member of the FFA
.0umansky, who was waiting at
Operettas: "Show Boat Minstrel." club for four years. Charles .plans
the Brooklyn airport to meet them,
He entered in the speaking and to join his father on his farm.
received a message relayed by Mos.
music contest in externporaeous
cow from the aviators themselves—
speaking" '39, winning first in the
Brig. Gen. Vladimir Kokkinaki,
the pilot. and Major Mikhail Grodtenko, the navigator.
Highway Recommendations

'WHo's Who in The Senior Class et
Lynn Grove High School
..Evelyn Lou Lockhart
Evelyn Lou Lockhart, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart of
Lynn Grove, Ky., has spent her
entire four years at Lynn Grove
higas_sehaol .She .haa taken nat.
ter' the following activities: 3 act
plays: "Truth Takes a Holiday" '36,
"The- Winding Road" '37; "Cheerio
My Deario" '37, "Mama's Baby
Boy" '38 and "Introducing Susan"
'39. Operettas: "Cotton Blossom
Minstrel,' 'Show Boat Minstrel"
and "Here Comes Arabella" '36.
She • has taken an active part in
the music and speaking interscholastic contests, entering in
oral interpretation '36, '37, '38, win=
ning first place in '37, '38 in the
county and second in the district
In '38; in interpretative reading
in '39, the %axed chorus in '36, '37,
'38, '39 and trite chorus. She represented our school in the district
scholarship contest in home economioeln '37 and American literature in '38. She has been a member of the FILM club in '37, the 4H club in '36, '37, '38. '39, and winning a -itrip to Le.xington in '36,
.• -len° a leader of the pep club '38,
'39 Evelyn Lou plans to enter
Murray State College and study
dramatics this fall.
Ruth Agnes Carter
IL Ruth Agnes Carter, daughter of
'Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Carter of Lynn
Grove. has been a student of

"N.
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, DOUBLE
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ICHITOW-A ,41/C1/77FLOOR

DOUBLE COLA
BOTTLING CO.
Mayfield,
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All Around Us
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511 Rayon

BROCADED

thes_e

Ira 117 -0011

98c
Full 80x105-inch size. Handsome offset brocades, satin
finish. Six colors.

$1.19

BIG JACK

r

Overalls

98
Spanking fresh prints with crisp
spring-like tokhes...iri styles that
are the newest of the new. Spool
waists,flaring skirts, coat dresses,
feminine lingerie trims to make you

Bad breath is sometimes due to bad
WASHINGTON, D C —Asserting
teeth and often due to sluggish
a great body of qualified workers bowels.
over 40 were "not sharing as fully ,
It offends. And to neglect it may inas other groups in employment revite a host of constipation's other
Roosevelt
issued
President
vival,"
discomforts: headaches, biliou s a special proclamation Thursday ness, loss of appetite and energy.
setting aside the week beginning- Don't let constipation stow yo u
April 30 for a nation-wide drive down. Take a little spicy, all vegeto find jobs for them.
table BLACK-DRAUGHT tonight.
In the morning there's an evacuaNo Matter the Weather!
tion that's generally thorough. You
feel fine again!
ATLANTA, Ga.—Meteorologists
figure you forecast the weather BLACK-DRAUGHT'S prinaipal ingredient is an ''intestinal tonicjust about as well flipping a coin
laxative." It helps impart tone to
as by applying run-of-the-mine
lazy bowel muscles. Millions of
proverbs about red dawns and rainpackages used yearlyI
skies.
bows and mackerel
WI% Burial Fund Started
BENTON—The death of a WPA
laborer's child here the past week
was the cause for the beginning of
the Marshall county WPA Burial
Fund.

Fruit of the Loom percalein patterns
as gay as a garden of

flowers.

You'll want several — and at this
price they're on excellent buy.

A. Novi, capon or
green with white.
14 to 20 (also red).
32 10 44 end 46 to 52.

Life Comm to a Singing?
BENTON — Photographers from
Life Magazine may be invited to
attend the annual Southern Harmony singing here this year, Attorney H. H. Lovett told Interview."
era, It was considered the festival

INSURANCE
•
Fire, Windstotm, Auto Liability; Compensation,
Health and
Accident

L E. OWEN
WE WRITE BONDS
Phone 159—Murray, Ky.

:he toranklin Plan Merit Loan System
otter, svallable cash credit utia 8800
to ausband and wilt art:nett oiersont

ON JUST

YOUR PLAIN NOTE
ZCI APYLY—You may use any o
.,tha Slime ways. Aver/ request re:elves our prompt altef.ticrn.
— 1. ktfsphone a.. fel us at Tout
money made.
2. Cut this ea out -- write yaw
name and addirese on it — and
mail to us.
8. Call at office--ronventently located. Private censirtatioc
looms.
Coalida1Kal dealings.

FRANKLIN
SECURFTY CO.
Ineerparatad
Censor Broadway arc 4th 11mph*
Rectal 201.6 Taylor Badding
Padasall.
?hens 6.1•t

IL Polito dot ctrat
14 to 20 — Navy or
38 to 44—Navy, copes or
wine.

Diapers
Pkg. of 6

39c
TURKISH

Towels

24C
Extra thick and extra thirsty.
in fact they're triple xxx tra
patties!
M11111111.1MIIINUMMINONE
18x38-Inch Double Thread

MUSKOGEE

'rowels
IOC
White. th!ck Turkish towels
with colored ends. lie values.
111111101M1•11111•1111111111111111111
98c Crinkled

BUNGALOW

D., Coot dress. Copan, helio or rose
predominating. 38 10 44 and 46 to 52.":
C. Navy with poppy, black
with hetio..14 to 20.

L Backgrounds of navy, blot*
capon. 38 to 44.

Bedspreads

or

•

59c

''It this fruit of the loom Product
does not give you satisfaction
use, return it to
us and you-sell recetve.° na-.4 one or a refund
of the purchaseivrice

Woven colors in wide, broken
pattern stripings. Scalloped
edges. Sizes for double beds.

FRUIT or THE LOOM, Inc.

mail awl Plow Otdeu

14e 'Yard Wide Pajama Check

Nainsook
Yd.

Reg, 19c-Rayon Brocaded

BIG YANK

DRAPERY
Materials

with Elbow Action
Sleeves and 6 Other
Extra Value Features!

50 inches unl^. Large satin
brocade patterns in rose, gold,
blue, green and wine colors.
Yd.

59c

SHIRTS

110c

I

White only. Excellent quality—ideal for making all
kinds of undergarments. tinstaretred.

TAILORID COLLARS
Ass COPS

FULL-Gin
•MPtll 11001

Regui.cr 15e

Curtain
Material

YANK Shirts alone
have the famods patented
elbow at-tram .1,..eved, that
are wider, giving perfect
BIG

Reg. 49c Yard Wide
Monks Cloth

freedom for reaching and
bending. They protect the
arm, roll easier, and iron in

`DRAPERY
Materials

ILOC
Scrim, Dotted
Salsa in spring's newest colors. Fadeless and of good
quality.
Marquisettes.

half the time.

Light grounds with colorful
large open plaids.. Fadeless.
Deep waffle weaves. '

mimsommsommmi
Diamond Brand

59c

25C

Made of Fine Chambray and Coverts

11 1:111MAN BRAM

$1.49

CASH DEPARTMENT STOREc
•

Loons eels I. ell itesr6y horst

•••,

at-a— -

,

COPY FADED

rtc r1.csiw

•

-

i•

•
t

Plow Shoes
You know this old famous
make of Plow Shoes, the ones
that wear and wear. Light
enough for spring and summer comfort, .and double
etitched not to rip. Solid
leather tippers, eomposinon
soles, all sizes.

7

.

27x27-inch

22x44-Inch Huge Size

•••

- ••

89c

Made of starchless birdseye;
hemmed and sewed. Perfect
qualities . .. 50c values.

fittitlitt11-111111VMERIT LOAN SYSTEM

These Fine Big Jack Overalls
are full cut, made of 8 oz.
Sanforized Pre-Shrunk. extra
heavy Blue Denim will wear
tor months and months. They
come in all sizes, and only
at Lerman's will you find
such a high class overall at
this price. No Better Overall
made, so come in today. You'll
want three pairs at this spe-,
cial price of

look your loveliest. Made of fine

Jobs for 40-Year-Olds

Murray Milk Products Co.

Bedspreads

•
ruit_ofike-Zoom

Bad Breath May Show
You Need This Help'!

-sin everTnerot—
FLAVOR -*that will‘
your family to drink it regularly. The
rich VITAMINS in Sunburst aid the body
in developing an energy reserve while the
vital MINERALS build strong bones and
solid muscle. Sunburst is far-and-away
the preferred Milk for your family. Why
not phone 191 now and start getting the
benefits from richer SUNBURST PASTEURIZED MILK.

sip

I

An increase in limestone and
WASHINGTON, D. C.—President
phosphate use of 100 per cent is
Roosevelt recommended to Congress
taking place this year in Marshall
Thursday that it provide a sysfem
county.
of highways "to meet the requirements of the national defense and
the needs of a growing peace time
traffic of longer range."

30

MAY SALE

TRE

ME POUR

RAY, KENTu KY. T
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BUILD SOIL THE A. C. P. WAY

Across the River

Strike Up the Band!

„.... -1111
s Who in The Senior Class at ,"Ined
'
WHo
other",
Cheerio

A

y 4DeaW
d Opetsriiol."
ie.ta: 'The Gypsy Troubadour?! ,
Kirksey High School
Joe It•eas
(Editor's Note: This is the second in number of tons of phosphate
It seems as if "finis" had been
Joe Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs.
marked at one section of our hves of a series of articles on the Agri- used. Seven-hundred and sixty-two
was a member of the
i of the "Eagle," president of junior
since we gathered with the hosts cultural Conservation Program as tons of 47 per cent phosphate were
Kirksey Chapter FFA '36 '37,_ 'St
I, and senior home room and a
Marl' Belle Pace
of others at the Providence Meth- prepared by the county agent's of- used last year, and this was an.
SoKentuckian
the
of
member
'39;
Mary Belle Pace, daughter of her of the School Boy Patrol in
odist church and" heard the Rev. fice. The next will appear In an excellent showing, but, even at that
Room
home
of
member
'36;
ciety
Mr. and Mrs. A W. Pace. was a i '39 - Plays: "Ybung and Healthy,"
rate, it will take 18 years to phosLax pronounce the last benediction early issue.)
'39.
Club
member of the Kentbckian Society I -Mary's Castle in the Air,"( "The
How Stott Fitts earned his soil- phate all of the crop land in Calon earth., for the little mother and
&Iwasaki.
W.
-G.
38 Member of narked'ch-orus, - . W714 Das Boy. -115-e AbsZoirMITTIST G. vr.- Edmonds, soil of Mr. and
',
leavitY
grantinitfther Mary- Jane' McClure, hadIdLos allowance.
'37, '38. '39; Public Speaking Club ed Professor." and "The Gyp*?
The 1939 allotment of phosphate
One very good way of earning the
last Saturday.
Mema
was
Mrs, L. H. Edmonds.
Girl
Troubadour.teentucky'is being ordered earlier
35-36, member of Campfire
to
long
the
seems
by
is
years
allowance
soil-building
Ninety-one
ber of the Kentuckian Society.
'37: member of home economies
Ankle'Alice James
enough for any one to live, but use of phosphate fertilizet. One of than any year before. Orders placed
FFA delegate to !PA. convention.
club in '38. '39; me-ioher of 4-11 t Annie Alice James, daughter of '36; ritemblx of mixed chorus. Pubso long have we been accustomed the strongest supporters of the use today are being shipped from July
Club 36-'37. Plays in Which she; Mr. and Mrs. Aubrev G James. of lic Speaking Club. Athletic Club
to wending our way up the old of phosphate is Scott Fitts of near supply. Everyone expecting to use
v.-ere:. - "Young and Kirasey. During high school she '36. '37, '38, '39. Took part in negro
part
took
path to her house and finding her PoUertown. Last year Mr. Fitts had phosphate this summer and fall
Healthy." "Mary's Castle in the !sloe been active in the following minstrel, qecond in orattcn, treasthere to welcome us, that now we 78 units of soil-building practices should place orders a; once. Delay
Air." "The- Wild Oats ROY."
activities and chibs: Campfire Girls urer of FFA in '37; entered orafeel as if we were set adrift with, to do on his farm' to earn the max- may mean failtire to receive 4
Absent Minded Professor," "Cheer- Club '36 and the latter-times years
no place to anchor.
imum payment. He earned 56 units per cent phosphate on your soli)
1p '38; member of male quar•
io My Deario," and "Cupid Up to Ii a • home economics club member, tet. '37. '37. '39: member of staff of
It was proved during her illness by using 5600 pounds of 47 per cent 1913t?etttre allowance.
Date."
'folIV years a mixed chorus partici- "Eagle" in '38. 19: vice-president
though that, "There is a destiny phosphate. Mr. Fitts reports that in
(
IN
APPRECIATION
!pant and member of the public of FFA. member of FFA judging
panning Jap seed laid year that two
We cannot live alone,
Rob Giggles
We wish to express our grateful
acres of ridge land that was treatthat 'makes us all brothers,
•Rtsh Gingles. son of Mr. and Mrs I speaking club '38-'39.• Plays: "Cupid team. basketball squad. treasUrer
appreciation to the many friends,
.Plays:
in
class
senior
'39.
of
TroubaGypsy
eight'
lives
-The
yielded
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All that we send into the
Hugh Gingles, was a member of Up-to-Date,"
neighbors, relatives,
physicians,
Pathof ots.
sacks of seed while it took four
the Utopian .tociety in '36; vice- dour." -Mary's Castle in the ictr." "Yourto and Hcatttty."
nurse, ligv. Dunn and Mrs. Dunn
in
Castle
"Mary's
Mother."
acres of good branch bottom land
Comes back into our own."
president of 4-H Club '36-'37; them- "TheAbsent Minded Professor,"-i-ioned
for their visits to her bedside and
Oats Boy,"
Surely all the unselfish love and that was not phosphated to yield
her of basketball squad '37-'38-'39; and "Cheerio My Deario." In '38 the Air." "The Wild
the, sweet consoling words spoken
Professor,
tender care which she had ever that much sired
member Of F F A '36-'37-'38-'39; she represented her class as having .."The Absent Minded
at the funeral by both Revs. Dunn
My Deario". Operetta:
"Cheeric
of
scholarship
turn.
in
highest
was,
and
the
others'
Healthy,"
achieved
on
bestowed
and
"Young
plays:
While using phosphate alone is a
Wilford. To each and all who
As a senior she represented "Cupid Up-To-Date."
bestowed upon her before she left, good practice and gives excellent and
"The Absent Mindoci Professor."
were so sympathetic, kind and helpMarine
G.
Warren
readsuch
poetry
in
since
and, indeed, we feel
Kirksey high school
Operetta, "Cupid Up-to-Date"
results, it is better to use it with ful during the
illness and death of
• 'tug in both the county
.and district - Waraan G. Marine. sJn of Mr.
demonstrations of the untiring loy- lime, as the following figures, whick
Kathleen Myers
our dear daughter and niece Lillie
and Mrs. ./c. L.: Marine. was a
are
we
that
friends
contest.
"ma's"
of
alty
speaking
Mr.
of
phosand
daughter
lime
from
Myers.
taken
were
al -ifthleen
member of the Kentuckian Soall brothers So with that assur- phate demonstratioras in the county, Mae Lamb. Especially do we thank
Robert Carlton
and -Mrs. Galen Myers. was secrethe entire office stiff and employees
ciety '36; FPA '36. "37,' '38, '39:
ance
we are enabled to keep chins will indicate:
and
Mr
of
son
Club
Robert Carlton,
tary -treasurer of Camp Fire
softball '37. '38: basketball '38. '39:
of Tyson ilt Co., where she was
up.
'36-'37: president of home economics Mrs. Albert B. Carlton, was a
bushels
2.5
treatment,
no
Wheat,
member of Home Room Club '39. Charlie Ruggles beats the drum for prosperity, for he's winner of a
for the past dumber of years emIt was our pleasure to attend
club '37-'38: member of debate member of the Kentuckian Soper
bushels
7.7
alone,
per acre, lime
Imogene Delaney
ployed in Paris, Tenn. Also we are
team '35-'36: chorus '36-'37-'38-'39: ciety and FFA Club. class presi- 'Imogene Dulaney, daughter of $90.000 i.weepstakra fortune in his new picture, "Sudden Money." Others Sulphur Spring services once more acre, phosphate alone, 9.9 bushels
deeply grateful for the lovely arDiscussion '38-'39. vice. president of dent in '36: member of debating Mr. and Mrs. Will Dulaney, was in the cast of the picture, coining Saturday to the Varsity Theatre, are Sunday. Brother - Lax is proving per acre, hale and phosphate, 17.5
'
ray of flowers given.
Pubthat he is just the pastor for that
class '37-38. secretary '38-39: pub- team '36, '3'7. 'X. '39 and of
bushels per acre; Hay, no treatment,
a member of the Kentuckian So- Marjorie Rambeau, ('harks Grape% in and Broderick i'rala ford.
We pray when such an hour
member
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'38.
Club
Speaking
lic
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'37-38:
club
lic speaking
1.800 pounds per acre, lime alone,
mixed .ctiogris. clay '36; member of mixed chorus
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LoVins and 2,900 pounds per acre, phosphate comes to you, you too may experi`Plain Jane," "Young and liesHkr." of Forenxic League.
FFA and softball squad member-36. 4-H club president, class reporter,1
'39:
'38.
'37.
in
Club.
Athletic
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins attended alone, 2,500 pounds per acre, Time ence the same loving consideration
"Mary's Castle in the Air." "The
'37, 38, '39: member of Campfire in '37. Vice-president of junior
remater:--first place.., in extempb_
church at Poplar Spring. We all and phosphate, 4,100 pounds per from our dear heavenly Father's
'36.
. Wild Oats Boy," "Absent, Minded
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4-H
of
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and
class
Society.
'37:
Wilsonian
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. dking in '38: placed
raneous .
blessed favor as you so thoughtgo our different ways. but 'not too acre.
Profeisor," -Cheerio My .Deario," second in both
'17: member of Public Speaking us member, 4-H club president and
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of
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at
'38.
in
representative
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Club
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in '39; president of PFA. editor-in- ketball class
ers to use phosphate than any
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of
member
class.
'38;
in
senior.
Vice-president of
Dorothy McCallon
chief of "Eagle", -39. member of junior
in the state last year, and
Mrs. George W. Yates
Misses Opal and Myrtis McClure county
Dorothy McCallum- daughter or Schoolboy Patrol '39: member oof mixed .quartet and girls' trio, cheer Home Economics Club and Junior
county in the state
Beulah E. Lamb
of Nashville came home to attend was the fourth
Mr and Mrs. V. A. McCallon. was Home Robm ChM in '39: cheer leader. in' '38. '39: president of and Senior Home - Room, member
A MUSICAL CAREER
the funeral of their grandmother,
a member Qf the Utopia Society '36; leader '37-'38, '39. Attended Cold- Home Econbmics Club in '39. of chorus, in '39. Plays: "The Mill
Healthy," of the Gods". "Here Comes CharPlays: 'Young
and
Over here life is going on about
member of mixed chorus .36-.37-'38" water Mgt gehool in '37: school'
By Dwight Anderson
-The be."-"The Grand Cham's Diamond",
the same. I saw the ambulance
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passing one day last week, but inDean. School of Mask
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Professor." "Cheerio My Girl in the Fur Coat,' and -Who
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member ,of mixed chorus, Public ever Before, PROVIDED he has
Sue Marine
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Mrs. Loyd Spiceland is spending •
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REMEMBER YOUR MOTHER
one of thousands of subjects con-,
,.
. c
s‘aarid•-• c„,
ao
contest, in 1936, vice-preddent of ley Paschall Sunday.
flex Wicker was honored with nected with music. He may be
WiLsonian Society. therus member,
AND THE GRADUATES WITH
a birthday dinner recently. A large:. trained as a conductor of orchestra,
crowd attended and a nice dinner band, or chorus. .He may have suf.
. creative ability to deyote
ficient
A BAILEY GIFT!
was spread at the noon how%
Jito Wickerservisited his datigh• himself t - composition-the
ter, Mrs. Delmus-Paschall and Mr. ea4-deer4ment of music.
Of course they won't ask you :a"gift-but they're'If this high school boy or' girl
_
Paschall Sunday.
hoping that you remember them! Why not make them
Mrs. Molly Wilkerson spent .last Wricavs exactly what he, wants to
to ask the
happy? It's- so easy for you to do it! And at H. B.
week with her daughter, Mrs. Del- do. he -would do well
advice oT se.veral experienced MuBailey's, you'll be able to select exactly what they
mus Paschall.. fnd ,Mr. Paschall.
sicians to. find out whether his
want without spending a great deal of money. In fact,
with
She is spending this-week
natural equipment seems sufficient
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering of Murwe irave htindreds of excellent gifts.that are very inhe
to achieve *hat ‘Ite wants,
ray.
expensive! Don't put it off-plan to.select your gifts
wants...M.4o something in. mule

p..L. Rosa

-35-31

ale
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PROTECT VALUABLE GARMENTS
AGAINST DAMAGE BY MOTHS!

44 NOW!

THg WORLD'S GOOD NEWS

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY

Puryear Route 3

Vffelrer-.315ent--SaUMW

night witio'his brother and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley-Wirker.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key were
mong those who attended the
renal services of "Uncle John"
(ochrum Sunday.'
Mr. and Mrs. Charity Wicker vis'tett Mr.- and Mrs: Arlin Paschall
while Sunday afternoon.
ng
-If

but Is uncertain about which flivisiop to enter, he would do well
to talk over his , hopes and his
problems with mdsicians from the
various divisions of omit:"

-earTY.

ANY GIFT SELECTED
MAY BE EXCHANGED
for ANOTHER!

In Ja▪ ckoln county, 11.800 strawberry plants were given to 54 4-H
club merd&rs, wh,o will give each
donet a gallon of berries.

-

KFCP.COOL'.
Hamilton, Elgin, Bulova and
Westfield Watches

. Beautify Your Home
With the New and
Beautiful

A

VIVATONE
AWNINGS

FINE, modern home .. . a better home
for their children . . . and a home they are really
proud of. They were very smart about building
their home-they had Murray Lumber Company
help plan it, furnish all the materials, and build
it for them. For over 25 years the Murray Lumber
Company has guilt the BETTER homes in Murray. If you are contemplating building a new home
or remodeling the old one we will be glad to give
you free estimate,: No obligation.

Diamonds - Birthstone Rings - Dinner Rings
Gent's Rings
Cbrnpaets - atacelets - Pottery - Fiesta Ware
Silverware - Clocks- Lockets

•

Ladies' Fitted Cases - Men's Military Sets Leather Goods - Luggage

VENETIAN
BLINDS
Portorford Cedar
40c Per Square Foot
INSTALLED
Write or

Murray Lumber Co.

H• B•
BAILEY

tan for Appointment

HAYS MANUFACTURING CO.

• Phone 262-E.-Depot St
-

I.

Sheaffer's Fountain Pens - Automatic Pencils
and Sets

JEWELER

Cottage Grove, Tenn.
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hope them much success.
William Edwin, with n dinner on
'derson. veteran New Deal econoWe are glad to see the fruit isn't
his -fifteenth birthday.
Missouri Moonlighters
mist„ named as member of Secgriall killed.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Atkins and
Lynn
West
ties & Exchange Commission/ . .
John Cochrurn of
Dell Jones happened to a severe
sAts, visited Mrs. Atkins' parents,
Steel operations drop 4.5 per. cent
Grove died at his home Saturday
accident last week, falling from the
Mr. and ,Mrs. Bun Wilson and
Bituminous coal shutdown
at 4 o'clock. Funeral services were
Other callers
family Saturday.
top of the barn to ground. It jarenters its fourth week. . . U. S.
held at Williams' Chapel and burMorris
Bob
Wilson,
D.
W.
were
red him" considerably.
airflovernment buys 571 military
ial was at Young cemetery.
.>"
and H. Robinson.
planes . . . Brookings Institution
of LeRoy,.
learn
to
sorry
are
We
Miss Carleen Morris .was a SatNEW YORE, May 4--BUSINESS sider the advisability of delaying study aeivocates bread tax law
so
being
Kuykendall's
urday night guest, of Miss Ozane
changes . . . Consumption of copMr. and Mrs. George Miller of
--rerhep$ . ttil: . 12I-41.c$1.__.101!".41401 thlt .1P.MW. 14041...IN•
fIéI' gams as prtee---tg---etst.- to -10.
.
in America this week will be mov• ••••
•
on- the-sick.- list. 146
Grove'
/Tams
Sr.,
Huey.
G.
H.
Thomas
Hendon,
cents a pound . . . General Motors
....y. -keg men. More than 2,000,000 fan-Miss Bell Enoch has also been
UPKEEP DOWN—A study by
April 27, 1939
Wheatley
Robinson,
W.
H.
M..
J.
tiles, or one out of every 18, chertge Architectural Forum afionis own- to spend $10,000,000 on new plant
Hopkinsville,
made a trip to the Tennessee River on the sick list this week but is
year.
this
investment
a
himes
once
least
their
yea?.'ers eat retail business property an
at
-'
reported better.
Dear Editor:
'
Saturday afternoon.
- The traditional peak periods for opportunlia to check their outI desire to have you send my
Joe Williams was a Stinday callWe are glad to know "Uncle
these migrations are May 1 and lays for maintenance with expender ef R. B. Morris and family.
Bowden" Swann is out again after paper to the above address, instead
October 1. It's a $3,000,000 induS- itures of others. It shows that the
of to Trimble, Tenn. I do not
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kirkland a severe attack of flu.
try, judging by estimetes that the typical owner of store buildings
want to - lose out on what is going
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clifton RobSuggs
Teanie
'end
Hilda
Misses
average cost of moving per family has to spend 10 per cent of his
on in dear old Calloway. The
So much rain in April the farm inson and daughter, Saturday night
off
mother
raking
their
in
assisted
II'is $25... Outside of this industry, rental income on periodic stiosaiceeelleeneei•elseeid with farm work
family and I prize .1,44.„1.?..4ger
en$141unday. _ .
her yards last week. When the Times highly. While we find that
no immediafe sharp changes in modernization, to maintain reas- and little corn has been planted.
tr Simpson and R. B. Morris
yards Were finished Mrs. Todd ask- other publishers of your town hare
Business volume, either for better onable attractiveness of the prop- Now they have to prepare towere in.liagel..pa,. business Satured the little tots' whichthey rather lost all c:rnroon decency and sound
or worse are anticipated.
erty and thus assure tenants of bacto land. But do nut give the
day.
have her do, pay them off in money ju,dgment as to how to write up a
...Though Hitler's Reichstag speech continued customer "d raw in g" American farmer out. He is it!
Lynn Hayes was a Paris business
or send help home with them to news article. we observe that The
Friday, answering President Roose- power. Only four per cent of the That is, "the power behind the
visitor Friday.
They Ledger & Times coutinues to mainvelt's plea for world - peace con- Stores surveyed were able to sur- throne." By the help of the Lord
Bennie Robinson visited Mr. and assist them in their yards.
and wiping their faces tain its high standard of efficient
ference, could hardly be termed vive 15 years without' remodeling. he feeds you and me.
Mrs. Ballard Robinson Saturday answered
conciliatory, business men were A good chance for reducing this
night. Other callers weed Mr. and said, "Mama I rather have the -help, and worthy service.
Our garden
mildly encouraged in that no haatY 10 per cent burden is seen by
My school at Trimble, Term.,
Mrs. Willie J. Farley of Murray. this is hard work."'
peas and grape
rushing into' war was implied. On architects and builders who have
Mrs. Wrina Jones and Mrs. J. C. closed April 21. April 22 I moved
Mr. and Mrs.. Willie J. Farley
vines are in full
the domestic Stage, reports that been watching the development 01
and Mr. and Ws. Ballard Robin- Pasehall spent Saturday evening in., here and accepted the position as
bloom and the
the. April volume of manufactur. a new form ot structural glass
son and K. D. Parley visited Mr. finishing their .yard, cleaning and sales manager for the Service Reradiant suning production were at about the which combines load - bearing
and Mrs. James. Farley -and sons, making 'flower beds with the as- treading Corporation.
shine reminds
same level as March. were conSid- strength with "permanent newness"
Our company is in its- infancy,
of Paris Sunday.
.
us of the be- •
sistance of Vester Todd.
ered a good sign. With good de- ----thus
but our merchandise is enjoying
the
doubling
possibly
Miss Drue Nell Robinson was
ginning of the
at
ill
is
Jones
this
Leburt
Mrs.
a telling effect on William Henry and Judith a Sunday afternoon
high approval. We plan' to do
mand indicated for fruit and veget- period between renovating jobs.
merry month of The Missouri moon has
guest of Miss writing. •
your
some advertising through
able cross to be marketed this This product, they say, will be
Barrett. the young romantic team of the new Bob Burns comedy, "I'm Valda Taylor.
May.. .
D. B. Byars of Hazel route 1 has paper as soon as we complete armonth and next; farm income.. is put on the market soon. It is a
locally next Tuesday at the Varsity Theopens
which
Missouri,"
From
Mrs.
R.
is
John
Hendon
visiting
Cochran,
Jim
been suffering from a severe head- rangements for a dealer it Murexpected to go up two to five per colored vitrolite glass, which for
Olan Story, atre. Because of her fresh beauty and the fact that she was born in this week with her mother, Mrs. ache. cent in the current quarter over several years has been used widely
ray,
Venus."
family.
W.
and
from
M.
Venus
been
Wheatley,
"the
named
has
Barrett
Texas,
Miss
Venes,
Connie Mills, Gaylon Myers, ConJoe Miller is able to be out again
Sincerely yours
1938.
as an interior and exterior facing
—Clod Hopper
Their new picture was directed by Ted Reed.
their
and
nie
Cochran
Joel
Mills.
very
,know.
are
le
we
glad
which
Owen, Ehllington,
material. anchored by an ingenious
Want to say we are proud of all
•
Sales,Manager Service
WASHINGTON—Before thii ses- bonding process to light ,weight families attended church at the
iss
Simmons is looking for you after
our boys and girls who graduate
Retreading Corporation
sion of Congress adjourns, there concrete, to form an integral build- Murray Church of Christ last Sunday. All these folks are from near
her by the time you read this.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
from high school this year. We
will be wholesale revision of the. ing block.
Nashof
Boles
Stella.
Leo
Elder
spending
is
Mrs. Linda Simmons
Social Security law, Capitol Hill
Dorothy Nell McDaniel
By
Once more on the job with newsgood
uncommon
an
preached
ville
a few days by the bedside of her
observers say. Changes proposed
Ledger
We have only one more. week
THINGS TO WATCH FOR—A sermon to about 800. is my guess. paper news to the good old
son-in-law of Paris who is very
would mean increase/4 benefits for
the
all
nearly
of school. Every one is bus
y prac.
in
that's
Times
&
lake
Ark.,
Blythville,
at
Over
feeble at this time.
large sections of the population. portable electric roaster that has
ticing on plays, and studying fdr
homes I have heard of. Many tar. Mrs. Sis Duncan was Saturday
Perhaps most important is the a heat-proof glass panel on top 10,000 acres of land has been set
the final and six-weeks tests.
otf relatives and friends are so
afternoon visitor of "Aunt Lue"
recommendation tlfat old-age pen- so one may inspect food while it aside by the state as a refuge for
The junior play, "Laugh Clown,"
read the old home
sion payments begin in 1940, in- is being cooked . . . A mail box "wild life"—bird family, wild ani- glad to get to
Housden.
sponsored by Mr. Hurley and Miss
letters.
stead of 1942. as now provided. hooked up with the door bell in mals. For 10 years no hunters
Johnnie Simmons and son, E. H.,
Was indeed sorry to hear of Mrs. were among the number at Perry Brandon will be presented Tuesday
Another suggestion is that monthly such a was, that a distinctive sig- with` a gun (except G men), nor
night,'May 9.
benefits payable in the early years nal is given when mall is de- dogs and cats are allowed on the Juna Wilson of near Stone school Mill Saturday morning.
The cast of characters is as
. . A new seedless pear tract with a penitentiary penalty. house happening to- a heavy loss
of the program be increased. For posited
Decey and Clifton Mitchell end
example, a married man who had with only a trace of a core; in I'm glad of it. Now then our Cal- the past week when her brooder Cleve and ohn Lax were in New follows:
Mrs. Hurley, Hattie Mae Maupin;
earned $100 a month for five years color. SiZt., and flavor it is said to loway county has an area of 252, house and over 100 chickens were Providence Saturday.
after January 1. 1937, would, upon resemble a Bartlett pear . . . A 800 acres of land. We need just destroyed by fire. You have my 'Mrs. Reva Hatsfield is very feeble Patricia Hurley, Anne Henslee;
Evelyri IVIrtry, Ernpstine—Ahart;
----riatitinliciat: at 115,- receive a pen- neer-intents charerost gra_ for_ _that atincl_cit_lavc At is nd_wonder sympathy Mrs. Wils-on.
at this time.
Arthur' Hurley, Keith Ross; Fritz
sion of $39.38 a month compared camping' and picnics svhlek has as that we are pestered' with millJim iSmmons who cut his knee
Minnie Simmons and children,
beetles,
worms.
clitfigattment.
cut
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of
kaark
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,
ash
_with hialy3.12,50 unrier_the
open the last week while cutting Mary Lucille and, E. II. were Fri- Benton, W. T. McClure; Danny
•
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•
valuable
other'
and
quaiL
-The
de:
law.
wood, is reported to be' better at -day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Polling, Paul Williams; Gallager
HEADLINES IN NEW YORK— birds are almost extinct. Squirrels this writing.
Another -major proposal is to
Edna Elkins; Dale Ter- Starling,
Jim Simmons ef Hazel route 2.
the
and
extend the coverage. The present First 188 industrial companies re- and wild turkeys, deer
rence, leathliserk Duncan: Dr. Pratt,
Mar! Mitchell and Mary Lucille
of
Maynard
May
Dolly
Miss
act excludes all agricultural labor. porting for the first quarter show voice of the Bob White are no Sin-inns of Macedonia were SatOutland; The Maid, Sadie
•5,4TINOID wafts
Cedar Knob is spending a few James..
maritime labor,'domestic servants. net income rise of 110 per cent more, I have seen all. of such wild uraday yrs:ors of Eran Williams of
Nell Dyer; Aunt Sue. vpdna Mae
Mrs.
and
Mr.
cousins.
her
with
days
arc washable
. Samples: life in the days of my yeeth. Alas! near Providence.
employes of banks which are mem- over 1038 period .
Tull; Uncle Jake, Wayne Clarit;
Henry Garner, near Buchanan.
bers of the Federal Reserve Sys- Bethlehem Steal $2,409,089 ys. $994,- and alas!
"Aunt Lue" Housden is still very 'Cleve ,,Lpre spent Sunday morn- The-, Gardener, Thomas Carraway;
.5
tem and employes cif non-pireilt 008 a year ago; Chrysler $11,638.Mr. and Mrs. Olan Story have
The Detective, Rudy Barnett.
feeble at this time.
ing by_the bedside of his parents,
organizations such as religious, ed- 280,. heat In sanapaay's twory, vs. bought a modern, up-to-date new
When you apply Hanna's Liquid Solinoid to your
will
play,
3-act
a
Me,"
"Teillese
Mrs. Mary Housden and chil- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax, who are
ucational and charitable institu- $2,100.698 . . Roosevelt asks $1.-. Ford _auto which is very becom- class
be presented by the senior .
Lt. viand Diekie Allbritten were ver-y-111--ate-tlins-writing-:
walls de not worry about dirty iwfierrnarks or dust
tions. Contributions of workers 477.000.000 WP. appropriation for trig. Yes. and Sam Chrlstenberry[
on Friday night, May 12. This is a
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produced
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$30 royalty
and -soot ruining the finish ... Just use a damp cloth
one per cent to one a half per from 1939 allotment . . . U. S. aim to hitch-hike until we get the Mrs. Jessie Simmons Friday after- daughter of Murray spent from
ciat airangements with the Mobley
Friday evening until, Sunday with
cent of wages and salaries next Foreign trade for March showed Murray-Coldwater highway. No. noon.
and all dirt will disappear ... the finish- will be di
'Company of Columbus,
Leon Hen- 121. paved, and surfaced! Get me?
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis of Mace- Producing
year. and Congress also will con- substantial gains
"different."
is
that
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a
is
This
.Ga.
don't daughter were Friday dinner guests vdonia.
More about foxes (and
beautiful and heir ibeilarig as the day it was applied.
It has a generous sprinkling of
Hatton Lewis, Franklin, Oliver,
mean Ira). Henry Andrews 'found of Mr."and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell
never
You'll
laughs.
and
tears
both
and Edd Everett spent Sunday ,in
a fox - in the Van Cochran old.'and children.
forget "Follow Me."
farm cistirn, saw another larger• Iftnry Ellis, Batten Lewis. Dec- Dover. Term,
'The program of 1-act plays.
red fox at the ledge of the mam- ey Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Jim SimMrs. Mary Wisehart was Sunday
Bill Man- mons, "Uncle Tom" Burton, George afternricaller of "Aunt Fannie" "Junier's Mustache," "Tommy Takes
moth cement rock.
a Wife," 'and "Rumors Wanted,"
flings's boys captured two baby Robert Lassiter, Johnnie, Aren and Wisehart.
given last Friday night was well
foxes in an old barn down near Ace 'Simmons were among the
—Kentuci% Bell.
SATIN-SHEEN — *hem scmi•gles• is desired.
attended and enjoyed by all.
West Fork of clerk's river, about number in Murray Monday.
a mile west of Stella. Where did
Misses Pernie Mae and Mary
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Echo says Lucille Simmons were Monday afthey come from?
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Phone 262
"whither"?
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Depot
East
ternoon callers of their aunt, Linda
•
been bought by Carroll county
Calloway farmers, according to Simmons and Mrs. Bill Simmons
Those who hung up their hoes 4-H club members and 'farmers,
the Ledger St Times report, re- and baby.
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lest week can get them down and with 325 more -to be purchased
ceived $220,000 for the 1938 tobacco
Murray College who was delivering milk for his
Mrs. Monnie Mee:hell was a caller begin their work once more.
soon
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Letter To Editor -

Stella Gossip

Faxon High School

Cedar Knob New; I

DON'T SPANK JUNIOR*

0,NNies

SCIENCE and ART

SATINOID WALL FINISH

VS.

ERS

4.

SERUM

Buchanan News

Over
HALFA MILLION
1939CHEVROLETS
Sold To Date!

,in place, taking pressure
the
ing nerve energy whereby nature could put
organs of eliminations to work to get rid of toxic
_
Three days later mardless of the fact the
young -man was ddefiry better, his landlady ad-

and
ciIs

vised him again to, seek the service of. a hiSh15'
*efficiegt, competent doctor. He replied "I took Your

-

advice once and -got myself in this sad predicament;
under the care of a chiropractor I am now getting
well; I am sure in the future I will have br'aiDs
enouih to never take another serum

gS

fr

That bright young
boy or girl deserves

A

treatment

A.
WHOLE
TEAR TO
PAT

A ROYAL, the portable with office
typewriter fratasealabst's the ripewriter They want—now—this Grataadon. Easier to use! Faster! Easier to
turn out perfect typing!' With Royal's
FREE Instant Typists; Chart. Carrying
Case included at no extra CST.
Drop in end sell us. S Iteyerl'ilertable
models ... 3 reasonable prices.

Two weeks later with a Science and Art that
our medical theorist choose to call ignorance, sup.
erstition, fakery', humbugery and rubing. we corrected one of their serious mistakes and returned
this young man to normal health in every way.
This young man lives at Benton and is a promising young teacher of Marshati Co. Where you are
supposed to seTid children home from school whose

PERFECTED
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES

Every 40 seconds -w
of every elay,_
Somebody buys
a new Chevrolet!

AERO-STREAM
STYLING
NEW
LOOSES SY FtiliElt

PERFECTED
KNEE-ACTION
RIDING
SYSTEM
(woh
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7-14

(a Nu Os las
AAA iss)
NEW

CHEVROLET'S
FAMOUS

001

vALVE-IN-HEAD

...and the demand is increasing
day after day

SIX

"OBSERVATION
CAR"
VISIBILITY

,.-1110. The only low-priced car combining "ALL THAT'S BEST AT LOWEST COST!"
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GEARSHIFT
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A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

parents have byains enough to forbid them from
having poisonous serum shot into their pure,virgin
•

VACUUM
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ROYAL PORTABLE

to prevent an imaginary disease."
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For my life has paid for His own,
many of them will tell you "shots" into the blood stream that cause
Has called me to be With Him,
and serums caused their condi- disease, invalids, cripples and
As lie reigns ix). His beautiful
pretions..
'Continued from Page 11
mature death.
throne.
Without present
Contributio
I
am
column
not so old, but back when sanitary
ns to this
For each of srou who are faithful
Mareva Thompson
conditions, pure water,
_Sketches of the class of 1939 of '36 .She took part in the followour county,' v:
,e have several high
upork topics of interest are alI was a boy you rarely ever heard
and food, sereen doors and winMareva Thompson is the daugh- schools and a college in our midst. And have•walkod by my side all
wayi 'welcome. They do not
Taxon high , school follow. This ing plays: "Look Out -Lizzie". '37;
of a case of infantile paralysiss,pr
ths.4ay.
noc4assrilY 08P1'01:11. the views
dowa small pox and typhoid fever
group consisting of nine membets; "Red Headed Stepchild", '37; "Poor ter of Mr. and Mrs J. D. Thomp- There are several hundred boys
scarlet fever-now both diseases
of this newspaper.
are very' rare so why should any
Is the • sixteenth class in the his- Married Man". '38; "Follow Me", son of near Calloway.
Mareva arid girls attending these educa- I'll be waiting In heaven's great
are common and the after effects intelligent
mansion,
healthful human being
tory of Faxon. This is an aver- senior' play. '39 and 1-act plays: entered school as a freshman in tional institutions. These pupils
of both are pitiful.
BAD
LITTLE
GERMS
0 meet me there some sweet day.
with pure blood that never would
age class in number, and possibly "Ccrnfed Babies". '38; mixed chor- -'35 from Flint Valley and has con- are trying to equip themselves „k6 */
Cancers
and
all
forms
of
pa- have one of these diseases want to
Sanitation, cleanliness, pur e
Funeral services were conducted
in accomplishments. All the boys us '36, secretary and treasurer of tinued her four years of 'work at climb in life. Should you „elect
water, wholesome food, balanced ullysis, according to statistics, are have their virgin blood polluted
filseshas
--seeees-otiestionelinrier
-ele-oksris-4or--o- - period4 of -VI .aL..Pleasant..Grnve.
and'-'31r. Dorothy p arts
on
increase.
the
There are a lot With a foreign poison is more than
rations, fresh air, plenty of • sunside activties being a rnenilier
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